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$ sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/etc/tinc/

$ /usr/local/sbin/tinc

Raspberry pi + peripherals: HDMI

screen, keyboard, mouse etc.

Heat! If the CPU overheats the pi

can freeze / shut down processes,
as con�rmed once the pi was moved

to a house of an In-grid member,
where it lived under a bed for a

week.

EDITORIAL

This publication explores content as inseparable from the

forms and formats through which it is rendered. If our at-

tachment to all forms and formats – served to us by big tech

– limit the space for political possibility and collective ac-

tion, then we ask what alternatives might be envisioned, in-

cluding for research itself? What does research do in the

world? Perhaps what is missing is a stronger account of the

structures that render our research experiences, that pro-

duce new imaginaries, new spatial and temporal forms?

In pursuit of these questions, the publication is the out-

come of a research workshop leading up to the 2024 edi-

tion of the transmediale festival, Berlin. Authors have devel-

oped their own research questions, and provided feedback

to each other. In addition to these conventions of research

development, they have, however, also engaged with the

social and technical conditions of potential new and sus-

tainable research practices – the ways it is shared and re-

viewed, and the infrastructures through which it is served.

In order to facilitate this process, the publication has

been based on an experimental publication tool/platform,

8wiki4print9. Approaching the wiki as an environment for the

production of collective thought that encourages a type of

writing that comes from a social need to have, share and ex-

change ideas, and furthermore to give them material form.

Working in the format of a publishing 'sprint', contributors

have made collective decisions. For instance, rather than

following conventional production patterns, the newspaper

layout began with the design of the centrefold (which is

also where all bibliographic references can be found), and

unfolded outwards as materials emerged. Using MediaWiki

software and web-to-print layout techniques, wiki4print is

an attempt to circumvent academic workflows and conflate

traditional roles of writers, editors, designers, developers

alongside the properties of the technologies in use. Form

and content unfold at the same time, allowing for one to

shape the other.

Wiki4print is also part of a larger infrastructure for re-

search and publishing, 8ServPub9, a feminist server and as-

sociated tools developed and facilitated collectively by

grassroot tech collectives In-grid, Systerserver, and

Varia/CC. As such, it transgresses conventional institutional

boundaries of research institutions, like a university or art

school, and underlines how the infrastructures of research,

too, depend on maintenance, care, trust, understanding,

and collective (un)learning.

Our point is to stress how technological and social forms

come together, and encourage reflection on organisational

processes and social relations. As Stevphen Shukaitis and

Joanna Figiel argue in <Publishing to Find Comrades=: <The

openness of open publishing is thus not to be found with

the properties of digital tools and methods, whether new or

otherwise, but in how those tools are taken up and utilized

within various social milieus.=

Following the workshop, the contributors will extend

their arguments into peer-reviewed journal articles to be

pubished in APRJA, Summer 2024 (https://aprja.net/).

The workshop was organised by SHAPE Digital

Citizenship and Digital Aesthetics Research Center (Aarhus

University), and the Centre for the Study of the Networked

Image (London South Bank University), and further sup-

ported by the Creative Computing Institute at University of

the Arts London (UAL), in collaboration with transmediale.

These questions have also been explored
in previous issues of the newspaper, for
instance in vol. 12 on Minor Tech where
the minor is a relative position to major
(or big) tech, and operates at human
scale (more peer to peer than server-
client). Or in vol. 11 on Rendering
Research which explores how the render-
ing of research (giving it form and con-
tent) reinforce certain limitations of
thought and action.

In this sense a wiki is a "federated"

body of knowledge (along with the tool
to share it) can function as a kind of

"chorus" - a larger network of voices
that are not exactly the same thing, but

that contribute, through their very diver-

sity, to a larger whole.
Cunningham, W. and Mehaffy, M.W. 2013. <Wiki as

Pattern Language.= In Proceedings of the 20th

Conference on Pattern Languages of Programs

(PLoP'13), Monticello, Illinois, USA (October 2013)

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.5555/2725669.2725707

.

By the way, the WikiWikiWeb was created
for "The Portland Pattern Repository" (by
Ward Cunningham). This is a reference to
Christopher Alexander's "A Pattern
Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction".
According to Alexander, <towns and build-
ings will not be able to come alive, unless
they are made by all the people in society=.
The general idea is that a successful envi-
ronment depends upon an ability to combine
physical and social relationships. The pat-
tern language creates such combinations: it
is a lively language, not exclusive to archi-
tects, that responds to the needs and de-
sires of the people and thus connects ar-
chitecture to people.
Alexander, Christopher et. al. A Pattern Language:
Towns – Buildings – Construction (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1977)

Thinking of the wiki4print as not only a

repository tool for print, but as some-
thing that contributes to a larger whole

and network of voices: "We recognise
the facts of cultural life once they are

established and institutionalised, but we

tend to miss those moments when new
patterns of experience emerge, when

people start to think differently, when
new sensibilities arise, when habits

swerve.
Sharma, Devika and Frederik Tygstrup.

<Introduction.= Structures of Feeling: Affectivity

and the Study of Culture, edited by Devika

Sharma and Frederik Tygstrup. Berlin: De

Gruyter, 2015.

How do you list the chorus of voices that contributed to this publication? What are the con-
ventions, habits, or ‘patterns’ for this?
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$ cd /etc/nginx/sites-enabled

Subject: Re: servpub public workshop

#2 - mounting a second pi and docu-
mentation

Structure of the workshop:
1) Intro: ServPub, nodes and con-

tributors. Diagrams/maps.
2) Sharing methodologies: sharing

from Systerserver
3) Working Session: Technical work

session
4) Collective Documentation: group

editing the documentation and dis-
cussing about the work session

Subject: [SERVPUB] Re: wiki2print

For systerserver - there is an unwritten on boarding process by asking
to the list [Adminsysters] or being introduced in a collaborative femi-

nist project like for example with [SERVPUB]. so -- if they are inter-
ested --.... or you have a proposal -- write adminsysters and than it is

discussed in next meeting. (it can take some time), and important is
also to align with our identity politics.

Ser�pub
Se�pub � a project h� brought tog�her a con�ellation of collectiv�, re-

searchers, activi�s, arti�s and �her multihypenate pract�ioners. Se�pub ��lf is

a platform for r�earch and practice around a�onomous n�works, a�ective infra-

struct�� and expe�mental publishing through arti�ic and femini� m�hods.

Se�pub is a n�work of ��ers which u� a Virtual P�vate N�work (VPN) w�h a

rever� proxy that mak� � acc�sible on the public intern�. wiki4p�nt is one

��er in this n�work, which ho�s the wiki from which this publication w� pro-

duced. It is available at wiki4p�nt.��pub.n�.

WHO
Fir� and foremo� this work w� s�ported by Fr� Libre Open So�ce Softwar�

(FLOSS), walkthroughs and guid� - mo� n�ably b�a-t�ting the zine Making a

private server amubulant by M. Kara�anni & M. M�taugh produced after the

Traversal N�work of Femini� Se�ers project which introduced Rosa, a collectively

embodied ��er, which w� co-produced by Va�a, HYPHA, LURK, �c, Femini�

Hack M�tings and Con�ant.

The Se�pub project is the collective product of work from a va��y of ent�i� in-

cluding In-g�d, Sy�er��er, Va�a, Creative Crowds (cc), Centre for the Study of

the N�worked Image (CSNI) at London So�h Bank Univers�y, Creative

Comp�ing In���e (CCI) at Univers�y of the Arts London, and SHAPE at Aarhus

Univers�y. → S� centre pag� for an infr�truct�e diagram.

WHAT
Se�pub is:

2 x R�pberry pi 4b

1 x Active c�ler

Pe�pherals inc. 7" touch s��n, keyboard, mou�, �hern� cabl�, 32G SD cards

�c.

Jean: a bare m�al machine of Sy�er��er's, ho�ed in the data r�m of m�.at -

Graz, Au��a.

Se�pub.n�: a domain name w�h the DNS provider tuxIC.nl in the N�herlands.

Softwar� includ�:

Armbian - Linux Operating sy�em

N�nX - Web��ers

Tinc - VPN

For wiki4p�nt: MediaWiki, HTML, CSS, Paged.js, Fl�k

For working, when nec�sary: openSSH, Tmux - Terminal mult�lexer, VIM/Nano

command line text ed�ors, G�, J�si, Etherpad, Ubuntu virtual shell, pen and paper

WHEN

In�ired by the femini� ��er and �her expe�mental publishing in�iativ�, the

Se�Pub collaboration began to �y�allize through the International

Trans*Femini� Counter-Cloud St�ke, and the perception that there w� a lack of

similar collectiv�/commun�i� in London.

The �tting � of Se�pub began proper in May 2023. This included many m�t-

ings, co-working �sions and discussions. Here we have li�ed events which were

open to a wider public.

TIMELINE

Public Workshop 1 (CCI - hyb�d), 26 May 2023

Va�a and Sy�er��er introduce techniqu� for �tablishing and admini�rating

a�onomous ��ers to In-g�d.

Working S�sion 1 (online), 28th July 2023

Co-working on the Jean ��er began, g�ting SSH acc�s and �arting the

proc�s of using tinc, a VPN software.

Working S�sion 2 (CCI - hyb�d), 4 Augu� 2023

Finishing in�alling tinc, to �eate a VPN and con�g�e N�nX � a rever� proxy

��er to connect the �r� R�pberry Pi ��er (now available at ��pub.n�)

Public Workshop 2 (LSBU - hyb�d), 24 November 2023

In-g�d walked workshop partic�ants through the infr�truct�e and �t-�

proc�s, while adding the �cond R�pberry pi to the VPN n�work intended for

ho�ing wiki-to-p�nt.

Wiki-to-p�nt in�all, 8 December 2023 & 17 January 2024

Work �sions w�h Creative Crowds to �art the in�all proc�s of wiki-to-p�nt,

which became wiki4p�nt.

Content/Form, Transmediale Workshop, January 2024

Working in and around the continued �t� and �xing of wiki4p�nt on the

��er, thirty workshop partic�ants and facil�ators be�n to subm� and collectively

ed� text on the wiki.

HOW
Se�pub is a project made by and for arti�s*activi�s*academics. It is a collective

exchange of knowledge and m�hods to challenge hegemonic norms of di�tal in-

fr�truct��. It is a way to r�hink, reima�ne and redi��b�e technolo�� through

femini� m�hods of acc�sibil�y, care and repair.

DOCS
One of the ways we have approached this work is w�h the intention that this will

be an educational t�lk� and replicable r�o�ce. We are developing documentation

of o� work - b�h in terms of technical work and the expe�ential qual�i� of the

proc�s - to allow �hers to take what they n�d and make som�hing el�. At the

time of w�ting [31.01.24] the mo� �-to-date, y�-un�nished version of the docu-

mentation can be found at: https://�t.sy�er��er.n�/qu�r/n�works

TO BE CONTINUED…

Systerserver https://systerserver.net/ was launched in early 2000 by the Rotterdam based
group, Genderchangers https://genderchangers.org/. They collectively organised networked
performances, installations and workshops. Together they decided to setup and configure a
feminist server for its network of feminist, queer and antipatriarchal folks. The
Systerserver is run by using free, open source software. It acts as a place to learn system
administration skills, host services and inspire others to do the same.

Image credit: Mara Karagianni

Really like the Karaopo micro-intervention in the public interface of constant vzw, Brussels,

to address the ongoing struggle(s) to counter the depletion of community resources brought

by Big Tech. In a workshop guided by Amal Alpha and Lambda we choose Lithium from nir-

vana and twisted its lyrics into a techno-feminist detournement.

In-grid is a trans*feminist collective of
artists/educators/technologists working in
and around digital infrastructures. In-grid
has been working together since 2019, and
is made up of a fluid group of people dis-
persed globally. In-grid has made infra-
structures, thrown parties, created art-
works, facilitated events and conversations
with other creative practitioners and writ-
ten docs/fictions/frameworks
https://www.in-grid.io/

the A Traversal network of Feminist

Server meetings in Brussels (in 2022)
where the physical mobile rosa was the

trigger point (see also:
https://constantvzw.org/site/-A-

Transversal-Network-of-Feminist-

servers-ATNOFS,238-.html)
xpub of course and the works that Varia

has been doing
and also this interview:
https://creatingcommons.zhdk.ch/forms-

of-ongoingness/index.html [Forms of
Ongoingness, Interview with Femke

Snelting and spideralex by Cornelia
Solfrank]

wiki4print
2+to=4/for to from wiki-to-print
2 from Hackers and Designers wiki2print
4 as it is what the wiki is for
for as it is the fourth iteration since
wiki2pdf

The documentation of the Servpub infrastructure was begun by In-grid, building on the work

of others [See WHO section]. Working colletively as In-grid means accepting that we are not

all the same person. So the work will not always have the same signature or style, but with

enough time we have work that we can all speak for. Our working method is sometimes de-

fined by a checklist[1], or a step we can explain[2] to others in the working group[3], a page

of documentation[4], a milestone, or what we happen to have right before a deadline[5].

[1] sharing actions through lists - anyone can pick up an action as long as they tick it off

[2] working so that we generate shared knowledge for all

[3] although directed at potentially anyone, when we started writing our docs we had each

other in mind first, so one could pick up where another left off

[4] originally the docs were written as linear record of our process. We are now reworking

them, with the aim for the materials to become teaching/educational resources

[5] most events on the timeline were treated as deadlines

We hope that Servpub will continue to expand and open reflection on the possibilities alter-
native infrastructures afford, what/who can be cared for through collective practices, and
potential forms and aspirations for experimental publishing.

Wiki-to-print is a collective publishing en-

vironment allowing to work shoulder-to-

shoulder as collaborative writers, editors,

designers, developers, in a non-linear pub-

lishing workflow where design and content

unfolds at the same time, allowing the one

to shape the other.

Following the idea of "boilerplate code"
which is written to be reused, we like to
think of wiki-to-print as a boilerplate as
well, instead of thinking of it as a product,
platform or tool. The code that is running
in the background emerged through a con-
tinuum of wiki-printing practices, including
Varia's wiki-to-print, Hackers and
Designers' wiki2print, TITiPI's wiki-to-pdf
made by Martino Morandi, the work on the
book Volumetric Regimes by Possible Bodies
and Manetta Berends, and the work on the
book DiVersions by OSP.

Newspapers call for slow reading, a cogni-

tive mode of reading. However, due to the

unreadability of one line, visible when con-

strained to the reading interface of a
printed paragraph, I was not able to under-

stand every meaning in the text.

one-liner:the-mo�-e�ective-way-to-read … D� Synt�iske Parti torch� � the plan�'s maiden AI-d�ven pol�ical party, according to Wik�edia �tablished in 2022 in Denmark, championing techno-populism, radical demo�acy, and transhumanism, following �s �eation by the arti� gro�

https://wiki4print.servpub.net/
https://git.systerserver.net/queer/networks
https://systerserver.net/
https://genderchangers.org/
https://www.in-grid.io/
https://constantvzw.org/site/-A-Transversal-Network-of-Feminist-servers-ATNOFS,238-.html
https://constantvzw.org/site/-A-Transversal-Network-of-Feminist-servers-ATNOFS,238-.html
https://constantvzw.org/site/-A-Transversal-Network-of-Feminist-servers-ATNOFS,238-.html
https://creatingcommons.zhdk.ch/forms-of-ongoingness/index.html
https://creatingcommons.zhdk.ch/forms-of-ongoingness/index.html
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<Comp�er Lars= (an anagrammatic recon�g�ation of <Marcel Prou�=) who p�ged into A DIMENSION where opinion is reduced to mere geolocation, pointing to the �ymology of the Gr�k 'synth�ikós;' a vector where �andpoints �ux into the

Amalia Ulman, Excellences & Perfections, 2014. Screenshot of Rhizome
webenact.

Sofia Crespo, self-contained 003,

Screenshot of an Instagram reel
published on 7 Oct 2023.

Sofia Crespo, self-contained 003,

2023. Screenshot of caption for
Instagram reel.

172.31.6.198 (HKW)

10.10.12.4 (wiki4print)

Art-as-content:
a proposition for
value shi�s be-
t�een the feed
and the
institution

Bilyana Palank�ova

The smart phone w�h �s convergence

of phone, camera, s��n, and n�work

fundamentally changed the landscape of

media circulation and di��b�ion and ex-

panded art documentation beyond the

realm of trad�ional cult�al in���ions

(Sluis 2022, 27). Sub�quently, social me-

dia and the proliferation of visual content

came w�h c�ato�al lim�s and lack of

control �sociated w�h the form of the

f�d (Waller�ein 2018). W�h �s r�t�ctive

form, social media f�ds allow for certain

pr��ibed movements and ways of

engagement.

The interface h� �s own lexicon d�ven

by verbs (lik�, lov�, shar�) which re-

late to interaction d�ign, � much � to

trad�ional in���ional n�ds of pr�e�-

ing, organising, catego�sing and archiv-

ing 3 and in this �n� the expe�ence of

the f�d draws on the vernacular of big

tech � much � of cult�al in���ions

(Hromack 2015). At the same time, there is

a wid�pread tendency w�hin art towards

<the exhib�ion � a content farm= to de-

s�ibe the proliferation of artworks

widely documented online 3 and often

that di�tal qual�y of f�d �am and the

demand for attention o�side of the in�i-

t�ional context <prov� �s very �atus �

art= (Yago 2018).

In this context, rather than thinking

abo� �isis in pol�ical ima�nation, this

propos�ion �ands again� the impossibil-

�y of new narrativ� w�hin techno-capi-

tali� content platforms. It propo� a

reading of the relationsh� b�w�n form

and arti�ic content production on social

media � a performance of shifting val-

u�. Speci�cally, I pos�ion art-as-content

on In�agram � a mechanisms of cult�al

innovation through Bo�s Groys’ theor�i-

cal lens.

Groys believ� that value is attached to

cult�al objects through <cult�al ar-

chiv�= 3 public in���ions such � mu-

�ums, univers�i�, libra��, archiv� �c.

which �ruct�e and �ore cult�al works in

a particular value hierarchi�. At the

same time, cult�al innovation is always

achieved via a rational and <�rate�c=

synth�is of <pos�ive= and <negative

adaptation= to the valo��d cult�al tradi-

tion (Groys 2014, 108) 3 the new is �ill de-

�ned in �s pos�ion again� the old. Groys

su��t that there is a shifting value line

�parating the archiv� from the <profane

realm= 3 what is thought to be vulgar,

valuel�s, or extra-cult�al (Groys 2014,

64).

In this conceptual framework, the

proc�s of cult�al innovation � the pro-

duction of the new (n� � the new per

�) is reali�d by movement from the pro-

fane �ace (<a r�e�oir for p�ential new

cult�al valu�=) to the archiv� them-

�lv�. In a �n�, a proc�s of in���ion-

alisation through the mobil�y of valu�.

Groys exempli�� this w�h the ready-

made and �s hi�o�cal revaluation to be-

come a dominant a�th�ic (Groys 2014,

95). He ob��� that this proc�s

chang� and modi�� value hierarchi� in

the archiv� through the valo�sation of

the profane (Groys 2014, 147).

Following this conceptual framework,

"art-�-content" repr�ents a shifting value

line b�w�n "content" (� the profane

and vulgar f�d) and the in���ional cul-

t�al archive (or in���ionali�d prac-

tic�) and therefore engag� a proc�s of

re-valuation of content. This could be ex-

empli�ed in two ways:

Fir�ly, "art-�-content" by the f�d be-

ing incorporated in arti�ic production. By

�s integration into arti�ic performanc�

the f�d becom� a meaningful cult�al

objects, a sort of ready-made, a form for

the pr�entation of arti�ic work. A key

work to illu�rate this would be Amalia

Ulman's Excellences & Perfections - a

performance of consume�� lif�tyle on

In�agram and Faceb�k.

Secondly, "art-�-content" by the f�d

becoming an archive in ��lf through the

u� of the pro�le page by arti�s � a �lf-

c�ated archive and a g�d for document-

ing work. On In�agram in particular, the

pro�le f�d h� become a publishing

�ace for sha�ng art documentation. From

an arti�'s per�ective, this allows for

agency in con�ructing one's narrative �

an archive of c�ated documents, which

exi�s o�side of trad�ional cult�al in��u-

tions and challeng� trad�ional thr�h-

olds of valuation.

Thinking through th�e two re-evalua-

tions of content w�hin cult�al production

propo� a shift in the relationsh� be-

tw�n content production and arti�ic rep-

r�entation and through the lens of cul-

t�al innovation su��ts p�ential for con-

tent � b�h a t�l and object of r�earch

in the hi�o�cisation of �eative practic�.

→An earlier version of this text focu�d solely on "art-�-content" in the form of art documentation published

by arti�s on In�agram � a form of record k�ping and public archive. While acknowled�ng the hi�ory and

signi�cance of performance art on social media and �s relationsh� to disco�� around documentation of per-

formance more widely, I wanted to discuss a single in�ance of art documentation online � a �lf-archive and

didn't plan on including social media performance � an in�ance illu�rating my argument. Sub�quently, af-

ter comments from p�rs, I decided to widen the scope of the discussion by di�erentiating b�w�n two kinds

of "art-�-content".

I'm curious if you would make a distinction

between the feed and the profile page, in

the sense that artists could

publish/document their work on Instagram

under different modalities. Does the status

of documentation change whether it ap-

pears in the users' feeds (flattened in the

middle of other content), users' reels

(temporary, signalling an event) or the
artists' profile (more in the direction of

traditional documentation). - Pierre

What are the values according to which the
content can be given a new status? Is it
only numbers of followers (reminds me of
Constant Dullaart's work on 100.000
Followers for Everyone)

I'm interested in where these archives exist

and the conditions that users agree to in

order to create them, and how that is simi-

lar or different to earlier methods. And
maybe how they become active or used in

other contexts i.e. Meta using posts to train

large language models (without any further

consent, but as part of the conditions of

the platform). - Mateus

I also wonder what you make of those who
use these feeds as a canvas for an art
project themselves. Many artists use sepa-
rate instagram pages as a stage to host
projects so to speak and perhaps this could
also be interesting to look at? - Kendal

How does this relate to artists using the

curation of instagram (and other plat-
forms) as performance? An example could

be Ada Ada Ada's project "in transitu",

where she's exploring how the gender

recognition models see her gender and

when Instagram will censor her nipples and

thus see her as female (female nipples are

not allowed on instagram)? In this way, it

also relates critically to instagram as an

institution hosting and exhibiting her art. -

Søren

It raises questions about the access to ar-
chive - open/closed? Also what are the
roles of artistic archives/state
archives/personal archives?

On Instagram, there's an archive within the archive - you can archive the feed and your post

archive is not public (it's only visible to you). This archive is also difficult to deplatformise

and use somewhere outside of Instagram. Isn't archive a metaphor here?

If feeds are considered an archive, it's a
shift from valorisation of the nation state
to valorisation of platforms and corporate
power to reproduce hierarchies which are
now curated by algorithms.

I appreciate the types of paradoxes that

your contribution addresses. Perhaps re-

lated, a quote by Benjamin Noys about the

paradox of value: <This paradox is simply

stated: on the one hand, the artist is the

most capitalist subject, the one who sub-

jects themselves to value extraction will-

ingly and creatively, who prefigures the

dominant trend lines of contemporary capi-

talism [...] on the other hand, the artist is

the least capitalist subject, the one who

resists value extraction through an alter-

native and excessive self-valorisation that

can never be contained by capitalism."

I find it particularly interesting how the self-curation on instagram can be a way of detach-
ing from institutional patronages and valuation. But what happens when the post/account is
distributed among connected users? Is our valuing of the image not influenced by our indi-
vidual networks and hierarchies of people we follow/know/respect?

Platform
pragmatics

Edoardo Biscossi

The production and circulation of con-

tent, �s mediated forms, and the interface

proc�� through which � emerg�, con-

���e one of the core entanglements of

contemporary attention economi�, b�

also 4 � the ubiqu�ous pr�ence of plat-

form mediation w�hin the social intensi-

�� 4 of contemporary economi� more

in general. In platform-mediated econo-

mi�, making a living 4 n� unlike main-

taining a social life or partic�ating in

consumption 4 requir� at le�t my repu-

tation, my connections, if n� my direct

earnings, to take form through l�ps of al-

go�thmic mediation. My own inner enter-

p�� thus works � a cult�e indu�ry pro-

duction un�, en�n��ng narrative frag-

ments and repr�entations from the aim-

l�sn�s of everyday expe�ence. W�hin

this p�vate activ�y-machine, a certain

proc�s of transduction is in action, trans-

forming life into content, som�ow t�ning

forml�sn�s into form(s).

G�ting by in algo�thmic-mediated

economi� depends n� so much on the

direct commodi�cation of labo� time 4

perhaps in�e�ingly a r�idue of more

thermodynamic tim� 4 b� more and

more on what some have called «��ti-

sation»: the opening of one’s productive

capac�i� to valuation and appreciation

through di�tal mark�plac� 4 a m�a-

phor for the incorporation of subjectiv�y

in platform-mediated labo� (Birch &

Muni�a 2020; Jarr�t 2022). B� my ��ts

do n� con���e a con��e portfolio,

they exi� � virtual�y until I �nd ways to

valo�� them in �eci�c enactments of

exchange 4 �’s all � to me, �’s my hu-

man cap�al.

Signi�cantly, the actualisation of this

und�ermined capac�y d�sn’t happen in

a vacuum, b� through platform media-

tion 4 in the fragmented machinic t�al�y

of language, a�ects, b�avio�al vectors

and algo�thmic learners. And the inter-

face that mediat� this

actualisation/transduction is n� ju� a

u�r interface, an individuali�d device,

b� an ambient interface, a trans-individ-

ual m�a-media (Ander�n & Pold 2018).

Perhaps an in�ance of «dark media» or

«xeno-communication» (Galloway � al

2013) 4 this mode of mediation d�sn’t

ju� connect humans b�w�n them, b�

also w�h an alien rational�y leaking at

the thr�holds of everyday mediation, re-

vealing the technical world � n� entirely

made for us. From this per�ective, con-

tent appears more � the s�face of the

cult�al plane �eld, who� technical or-

ganisation in�e�ingly tak� place at the

more fundamental level of algo�thmic

mediation.

How do we navigate this opaque medi-

ated real�y? W�hin the common �n� of

o� cult�al ima�nary, � often �ems that

we �and d�ermined, di�racted and dis-

empowered, subjected to a centrali�d

platform complex, a transcendental black-

boxed �ruct�e acting <from above=, that

we can e�her succumb to or �cape 4 or

maybe dream of re-approp�ating. B�

l�king at the ways in which content and

forms circulate 4 a�oss bedr�ms-o�c�-

�udios-�ag�, ambient interfac� and

prop��ary comp�ational infr�truct��

4 we can under�and this � a proc�s of

im�ation and rep��ion that re-interpr�s

and contaminat� the lo�c of platform

control and accumulation; � a n�worked

complex of «v�ali� pragmatics» (Gago

2017).
Perhaps, a�th�ic and pol�ical possi-

bil�i� w�hin platform economi� are n�

entirely pre-d�ermined, b� contingently

produced through the pragmatics of b�h

oligopoli�ic infr�truct�� (from above)

and u�rs, workers, carers, tinkerers

(from below) 4 n� a�onomous from b�

immanent to algo�thmic-mediated reali-

ti�. In order to sid�tep the imp�� of

<irrational= or <unusable= pol�ics, �’s

important to under�and the cult�al or-

ganisation of content and form through

the organisation of labo� and pragmatics,

patterns and pr�ocols, � a �ace of so-

cial and technical individuation.

I enjoyed reading this Edoardo, and this
framework for thinking about the possibili-
ties within platform economies. It made me
think of Geraldine Juárez's writing about
assetization (usually connected to arts
practice): Freeze to defrost! Negating the
asset form (Cambridge University Press: 09
November 2023) The Ghostchain (Paletten:
#325)

I picked up on this actualisation of undetermined capacity and I wondered how this relates to

the sort of leveraging you’re describing? When is it actualised in the process of imitation

and repetitions you describe?

What does Marcel Proust have to do with

any of this? Also, I had to ask google what

this party is.

https://webenact.rhizome.org/excellences-and-perfections/20141014150552/http://instagram.com/amaliaulman
https://webenact.rhizome.org/excellences-and-perfections/20141014150552/http://instagram.com/amaliaulman
http://dismagazine.com/dystopia/67039/constant-dullaart-100000-followers-for-everyone/
http://dismagazine.com/dystopia/67039/constant-dullaart-100000-followers-for-everyone/
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$ wget

https://releases.wikimedia.org/media
wiki/1.40/mediawiki-1.40.1.tar.gz

proxy_add_x_forwarded_for;

proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-Proto
$scheme;

Welcome to Armbian 23.11.1 Jammy with Linux 6.1.50-current-bcm2711

System load:   6%           
Up time:       1 day 2:52
Local users:   2            
Memory usage:  19% of 3.53G  
IP:            172.31.6.198 10.10.12.4
CPU temp:      36°C           
Usage of /:    32% of 29G    
storage/:      53% of 58G    
RX today:      179.6 MiB  
Date:          01-02-2024

Subject: Re: servpub public workshop

#2 - mounting a second pi and
documentation

One last request before we start
promoting. Can we add the word femi-

nist here (it's what ooooo refers to
as the f-word).

Subject: Re: wiki2print - output

error
We had works 10 days ago on server

to add more networks/hubs in the vpn
service but all went �ne.... We had

to start and stop the vpn service
but all is running well as we see

with pubdoc.
So some basic question to assess the

technical challenge
--- where is the machine localized?

-- are both machines in the same
place?

-- is it reachable on the local
network

Dear Geoff, Christian & Winnie,

Unfortunately we had to postpone
today's session, as the server was

down and nobody was close to it, so
we will pick up the work again to-

morrow afternoon 12:30 UK time.
Speak soon in any case!

Simon & Manetta

Hi In-grid,

Since varia would need to access
wiki2print.servpub.net (btw it is

bad gateway now, but i think it is
because it doesn't connect with any

internet now), would you point to
the documentation that might be use-

ful for them (do they need to in-
stall tinc client on their local ma-

chine to ssh remotely as well?), and
create account (is it on jean

server? or both jean and pi) so that
they can prepare the installation

session?

$ sudo apt-get install php-fpm

$ sudo apt-get install mariadb-

server

$ sudo ln -s /etc/nginx/sites-

available/wiki2print.conf
/etc/nginx/sites-

enabled/wiki2print.conf

$ nginx -t $ sudo apt install imagemagick

$ sudo service nginx restart

proxy_pass http://10.10.12.4;

try_�les $uri $uri/ =404;

@SCRIPT_NAME=/wiki-to-print

.venv/bin/gunicorn -b localhost:5522
--reload web-interface:APP

In an ��e soci�y, an organic proc�s reminiscent

of a �rpent devo�ing ��lf began to generate, leading

to the emergence of a colossal di�tal ent�y that

brushed again� the porous s�face of synth�ic miner-

als, ign�ing into virtual �ace. The topography of the

�ace revealed gentle conto�s and c�ved bounda��,

permeable alleys harbo�ing hidden �iky sub�anc�

tended to by uncl�si�able c�izens, and shadowy enti-

ti� c�xi�ing w�hin this n�worked landscape.

Amid� this int�cacy, beings w�h identical forms

undertake �tuals of �lf-care, and engage in exclusive

danc�, while expe�encing a transformative night that

shifted their ident�i�. The c�y m�amorpho�d into a

my�ad of diver� embodiments, � a gro� w�h a

shared vision succ�sfully in�ltrated the foundational

image dat��s, inc�ing a rebellion again� enforced

uniform�y.

The once-re�mented �r�ts now pulsated w�h the

liberated expr�sions of xenobodi�, transcending the

con�raints of �lf-consuming cycl�, fo�e�ng a har-

monious c�xi�ence b�w�n �eat�� and humans in

a shifting tap�try of real�y.

The notion of play across all of your pre-

sentations: playing with AI is something
very different from playing with the web,

to really be intimate with the tools is diffi-

cult, so where do you find notions of play

in AI? 

A paradox? we want the LLM to have
enough data, to represent many things, but
at the same time, we don't want them to
have a normalising effect...

Machine Learning / Generative AI becomes a way to read or unearth a statistical model of

imagination. A way to reveal trends / tropes / how people imagine.

not about trying to make a new normal, but
the act of trying to imagine something else
is already enough, the function is thinking!

It is common that radical imaginaries (new

ideas/aesthetics) either die or move to
central imaginaries (normalised ideas)

(look at Ernst and Schröter Media Futures

and their interpretation of Cornelius

Castoriadis' theory of imagination). What

are ways of keeping new radical imaginar-

ies radical? And why would we want to?

What does stabile radical but also consis-

tent imaginary bring us (socially? or politi-

cally?) if it is not normalised? 

I think the term homophilia is fantastically
well chosen. I haven't seen it summarised
like that before, but it explains a lot of

p�udo-radical homophily of repr�entative pol�ics through a chatb� �g��ead named <Leader Lars=, L’Homme Moyen Machine, acc�ately or �herwi� �en � the arch�ypal wh�e, adult male 3 an unremarkable repr�entation, �ven �s ra�ty (0 to 0.02%)

https://releases.wikimedia.org/mediawiki/1.40/mediawiki-1.40.1.tar.gz
https://releases.wikimedia.org/mediawiki/1.40/mediawiki-1.40.1.tar.gz
http://10.10.12.4/
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Hi all!

We still haven't fully tested the
network aspect of the pi for the

venue. Do we know if we will be able
to have Ethernet there? or Wi-Fi? We

still have the mobile hotspot that
Winnie gave us, but we may need to

organise a SIM for in Germany if we
plan to use it, or have it as a

backup.

Hi all!

We will be moving the pi on sunday
and so it will be down then. We

didn't know if people needed updat-
ing on this, but thought we would

let you know. Becky and Katie get in
roughly midday/early afternoon, so

might be up by evening.

Hi all!

We both have a feeling that the pi
might be overheating, so we bought a

cooler quickly due to time scope. If
there is any chance to get refunded

would be appreciated. est £9 from
Becky.

Alien Bodies as
Imaginal Ma�er

E�her Rizo-C�ado

Countercult�e h� always functioned �

a means to envision non-hegemonic fu-

t��. However, we have

ob��ed/�en/expe�ence/w�n��d how

phenomena like grunge, techno, or qu�r

movements have succumbed to

cap�alism's abil�y to commodify them into

commercial content. Is � possible to imag-

ine som�hing non-cap�alizable? The me-

diaeval my�ic de�n�ion of ima�nation �

"thinking w�h imag�" h� evolved into �s

contemporary under�anding � "the ca-

pac�y to repr�ent possibil�i� �her than

pr�ent possibil�i�" (Pico ́n, � al., 2024).

Therefore, a de�ciency in ima�nation is

correlated w�h image generation and a

lack of p�ential alternative f��� (Fisher,

2016). In the era of �owd-generated im-

agery and a�omated cogn�ion, the qu�-

tion a��: what form would countercult�e

�sume?

AI models, d�igned to generate imag�

akin to their training dat��, cont�b�e to

the homogenization of ima�nation. The

tendency to the trend is pe��ive in the

contemporary technolo�cal landscape

and is identi�ed � a p�mary cau� of cul-

t�al bi��. Technical and social attempts

to rectify bi�ed or incompl�e data, such

� the unlearning machine (Nguyên, � al.

2024), have proven unsucc�sful.

Conver�ly, arti�s like Mimi Onuoha or

Caroline Sinders propo� the u� of

dat��s to identify underrepr�ented

ident�i�, r�ulting in their r�earch: miss-

ing dat��s or femini� dat��.

Acknowled�ng the impossibil�y of �ek-

ing impartial data, th�e two r�earchers

leverage the p�ential of dat��s to an

arti�ic format capable of subverting ho-

mogenizing practic�.

Similarly to the missing dat��s, the

concept of the Weird ��� � an ally in

recove�ng what is ab�nt, repr��d, for-

g�ten, or ignored (Fisher, 2018). This in-

clud� ent�i� d�med � <mon�er=, o��-

nating from "monere," which signify the

manif�tation of �pects that soci�y tends

to avoid, thereby neglecting int�nsic reve-

lations. In this �mantic family the term

"xeno", referred to the liminal and the

weird, is recovered by the Xenofemisni�s

(H�ter, 2018) gaining signi�cance due to

�s lack of cl�si�catory ��e�a

The XenoVisual Studi� collective ex-

plor� imag� generated by and for cogni-

tive ��mblag� b�w�n humans, ma-

chin� and the xeno (Hayl�, 2017). They

generate imag� of xenobodi� by hacking

generative pr�ocols, rep�posing t�ls,

gathe�ng imag� of exi�ing and �ctional

�eci� � training data, enga�ng in algo-

�thmic apophenia, or �eating invented

languag� (XenoVisual Studi�, 2024). The

whole co-ima�ning movement occ�s in a

collaborative environment where commu-

n�i� mo� a�ected by bi�ed data m�t

w�h arti�s and technolo��s.

Sub�quently, xenovisuals become opera-

tional imag� (Pa�kka, 2023), �afted by 

machin� cognizers for �her machin�

cognizers in the p�su� of �eating new

ima�na��. Uncl�si�able image dat��s

��e � cataly�s for ima�ning f��e �c-

tions, interpr�ing the dat�� n� merely

� a format or data container b� � imag-

inal matter (B�icci, 2018) for cognizers.

Xenoimages from the project

Xenoimage Dataset (2022) and the col-

lective XenoVisual Studies (2024) by

Mar Osés, Miguel Rangil, Inna Mart,

Pilar del Puerto, Mon Cano, Levi Jose

Jiménez Rufes, Claudia Vanesa

Figueroa Muro and Esther Rizo-Casado.

See other cognizers contributions in

our protocols list.

Isn't the use of the machine the problem
with imagination, since it reifies floating
thoughts and possibilities according to its
own material conditions?

Ironic that in times of lack of imagination,

a technology was created (gen-AI) to allow

for infinistesimal iterations/recreations

from the past - is this a desperate late
measure to try to create something 'new'?

What is new if not a recombination of old? The excitement towards surreal, weird

GANs and earlier neural networks outputs

vs the hyperrealistic tendencies of last-gen

AI image generator models --> How quickly

those specific aesthetics became stale and

had no other value rather than a techno-

logical step to overcome?, e.g.: Google's
Deep Dream.

Operational images: "made by machines for
other machines"... do they operate in dif-
ferent ways as well? on us?

as human beings, is it really possible to

come up with a truly 'xeno' theory?

How is imagination as a "highly cognitive"
(according to Hayles) skill related to non-
conscious cognition?

It is not only about creating the dataset it-

self, but also to organise co-creative ac-

tivities with other groups and feminist col-

lectives. The intention to produce a training

set for further machine learning intended

as a critical practice not as a functional

practice.

…I guess this comment also relates to the
comment put forward by Geoff in the dis-
cussion; that, rather than thinking of them
in terms of a crisis (or end) of imagina-
tion, statistical models could also be seen
as ways of imagining imagination (as smth
that can be modelled statistically). How
would that affect our understanding of
Martyna's fake images or xeno visual prac-
tices of imagination, the synthetic party's
politcal imagination, etc.?

Xeno, coming from the xenofeminist mani-

festo, but also from thinking around what

is weird, based on Fisher's understanding

of it. Not about trying to make a new nor-

mal, but the act of trying to imagine some-

thing else is already enough, the function is

thinking

What about recuperation? alternatives have
a short period before being sucked back
into the very systems they oppose.

How can you call this imagination, if it's all

based on statistics? (didn't hear the second

part...) second part: how about turning this

around to question imagination, to what de-

gree is it already statistical, algorithmic?
Machine Learning / Generative AI becomes
a way to read or unearth a statistical
model of imagination. A way to reveal
trends / tropes / how people imagine.

X: While time evolves... AI as a new way of

combining images and data; in line with how

hypertext does? To what degree are you

looking for the voice of AI, and to what

degree is that interesting?
Y: But to what extent can we even say it is

the "voice of AI"? The data in is the data

of human expression, and this other ques-

tion of using AI to read / understand hu-

man trends/tropes in imagination is perhaps

more on point? Is that what is being done?

Is that what is interesting? How do these

algorithms and ways of machine

learning/pattern recognition unearth or
surface things we find uncanny or xeno in

the human imagination? Is AI not a mirror?

I think it is a great project reflecting contemporary politics. However I wonder whether
and/or how The Synthetic Party reflects the pragmatics and opportunism of politics, espe-
cially in small countries like Denmark?

among children, mino�ti� or women, y� overwhelmingly pr�ent in the Danish demographics … N-DIMENSION, a �ectrum wherein Leader Lars’ �och�tic �teranc� barely manage to fend o� the skin-d�p divers�y, approaching each viewpoint w�h non-zero, y� predictably

https://www.medialab-matadero.es/proyectos/xenoimage-dataset
https://www.medialab-matadero.es/proyectos/xenoimage-dataset
https://www.medialab-matadero.es/proyectos/xenoimage-dataset
https://www.figma.com/file/ux7VqQXL7gjrA4jcUElRuE/Protocols-Xenoimage?type=whiteboard&t=JqsAdEoDEFi2O2Pj-1
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low probabil�y, at the prec�ice of pol�ical debate, Leader Lars ends � occ�ying every �andpoint simulating a libra�an of Babel, a promi� of a hollow, broad-brush coverage or a commedia dell'arte of half-ful�lled signi�cations … BEYOND

$ sudo apt-get install php7.3-fpm

$ service php8.1-fpm status

[ post // scrape // glitch ]
Kendal Beynon

_,.-'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-

'~'-.,__,.-'~'-.,__,.-

scrolling on cameronsworld.net

A�oss the web, hord� of �lf-organi�d intern� communi-

ti� �nd their sa�ed hom�, tucked away from trad�ional on-

line platforms. Hidden and occ�ying covert corners, th�e

u�rs reject the sm�th corporate �ac� in favo� of porous DIY

�lf-su�aining on�, where they are fr� to expr�s them�lv�

�eatively w�h agency. Among� their p�rs, u�rs develop on-

line languag�, visual a�th�ics, and di�tal folktal� to con-

nect and communicate their expr�sion of �lf. Layered w�hin

low-tech t�ls, �eative content is po�ed a�oss forums (a great

example can be �en at y�terweb.org), �lf-ho�ed ��ers,

and open-so�ce webs��, � a way for u�rs to di�ance them-

�lv� from the trad�ional �ag� of social media communica-

tion. Anonym�y is favo�ed through the r��n of the u� of

avatars and s��nnam�, thus expr�sing an alternative iden-

t�y, one that cann� be achieved in AFK s�uations (Rus�ll,

2020). The r��n of personal 'cosy' webs�� �ands in place of

pl�tic �andardi�d d�ign templat� and harkens back to the

homemade �pects of Web 2.0.

On the �her side of the proverbial coin, generative AI

(genAI) h� �rmly placed ��lf at the forefront of o� di�tal

landscape. O� f�ds are inundated w�h machinic imagery and

content made w�h Dall-E, Stable Di�usion, and countl�s �h-

ers. Gathe�ng content de�ved from the training data of large

language models (LLM), th�e image generators u� data

s�aped from a�oss the web, �ealing from average u�rs and

arti�s alike. However, this can often r�ult in visuals more akin

to Franken�ein’s mon�er, that or som�hing so relentl�sly

bland, � becom� devoid of any meaning whats�ver.  What we

are left w�h are 'mean imag�' (Steyerl, 2023), "rende�ngs

which repr�ent averaged versions of m�s online b�ty, hi-

jacked by dragn�s" Th�e so-called 'averaged versions' rein-

force the pl�tic sm�thn�s of the di�tal landscape (which you

can explore f�ther in Xenodat�� by E�her Rizo C�ado), re-

moving any nuance or �pects of human�y (B�r, 2023) found

in man-made �eative expr�sions

Maya Man's Fake it 'Til You Make It

B� how can we con�ruct more alternative narrativ� w�hin

AI? Could we gl�ch the sy�em? Among� the sm�th, porous-

n�s can be found, and u�rs will always uncover a�ordanc�

w�hin the software on o�er. When webs�� could only handle

text, and imag� were o� of the realm of possibil�y, intern�

u�rs �eated elaborate ASCII art to add a layer of visual ele-

ments to their personal pag�. So what m�hods could be u�d

to �r�ch the lim�s of genAI? Arti�s have already �ocked to AI

poisoning t�ls, such � the Univers�y of Chicago's Nightshade,

to obsc�e their artwork w�hin training data making rende�ngs

compl�ely unpredictable. Other e�orts include the open-so�ce

webs�e haveibeingtrained.com which allows u�rs to locate

their data being trained w�hin th�e LLMs which the Ame�can

arti� Beck Haber�roh h� u�d to produce �eative projects

around ident�y and agency. We could also train o� own image

generators � a form of ��ique in the vein of Maya Man's Fake

it 'Til You Make It project and reclaim a�onomy among the

sm�th. What if we could gather all th�e hacks, and t�n the

bland o�p�s of AI image generators into a circular f�d of

rec�roc�y? This is the time to reintroduce some subversive

�ik� into o� virtual liv�.
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The Autophagic
mode of produc-
tion: hacking the
metabolism of AI.

Luca Cacini

In the m�abolic proc�s of content pro-
duction, generative AI operat� � an
A�opha�c organism. A�ophagy in bio-
lo�cal sy�ems can be summa�zed � <a
nat�al proc�s in which the body breaks
down and absorbs �s own tissue or
cells.=(AUTOPHAGY | English Meaning -
Cambridge Dictionary, n.d.) In cells, this
mechanism is dedicated to maintaining the
sy�em's internal balance and �lf-opti-
mization, b� �s malfunction can �ve ��
to nefa�ous con�quenc� for the opera-
tion of the organism.(Parzych & Klionsky,
2014) In the ecology of generative media,
the �ow of information through the body
of the model trans�g�� inp�s, w�h �s al-
go�thm-de�ned molecular mechanism of
data acquis�ion toward o�p�s that f�d
into a circu� that engenders an impossible
�ate of homeo��is.

Ouroboros, drawing from a late me-
dieval Byzantine Greek alchemical
manuscript, 1478. Vol. 279 of Codex
Parisinus graecus 2327, a copy (made
by Theodoros Pelecanos (Pelekanos) of
Corfu in Khandak, Iraklio, Crete in
1478) of a lost manuscript of an
early medieval tract that was attrib-
uted to Synosius (Synesius) of Cyrene
(d. 412).

In a cult�al analogy, this a�opha�c
mechanism of media content production
w�h generative AI recalls the arch�ypal
symbol of O�oboros. The m�holo�cal
snake eating �s own tail, v�tly �sociated
w�h Jun�an psychoanalysis, hints at this
proc�s of �lf-actualization toward which
machine learning models are prompted
through data mining in a �ati�ical attempt
to encode the real.

In Jung's own words: <The Ouroboros is a
dramatic symbol for the integration and
assimilation of the opposite, i.e. of the
shadow. This 'feedback' process is at the
same time a symbol of immortality since it
is said of the Ouroboros that he slays him-
self and brings himself to life, fertilizes
himself, and gives birth to himself. He
symbolizes the One, who proceeds from
the clash of opposites, and he, therefore,
constitutes the secret of the prima Materia
which … unquestionably stems from man's
unconscious.=(Jung & Jung, 1970)

The shadow is a phenomenon that also oc-
c�s in large language models (LLMs), a
nuanced and often overl�ked �pect that
can p�entially disr�t o� cogn�ive land-
scape. Shadow Prompting and Shadow
Alignment emerge in oppos�ion to each
�her, two manif�tations of the opaque re-
lationsh� that binds us to generative AI.
<The increasing open release of powerful
large language models (LLMs) has facili-
tated the development of downstream ap-
plications by reducing the essential cost of
data annotation and computation. To en-
sure AI safety, extensive safety-alignment
measures have been conducted to armor
these models against malicious use (pri-
marily hard prompt attack). However,
beneath the seemingly resilient facade of
the armor, there might lurk a shadow.
(…) these safely aligned LLMs can be eas-
ily subverted to generate harmful content.
Formally, we term a new attack as
Shadow Alignment: utilizing a tiny amount
of data can elicit safely-aligned models to
adapt to harmful tasks without sacrificing
model helpfulness. Remarkably, the sub-
verted models retain their capability to
respond appropriately to regular
inquiries.=(Yang et al., 2023)

This is referred to � Shadow Prompting.
(Salva�io, 2023) More �eci�cally, when
inp�ting a prompt, LLMs employ encoding
and decoding proced�� to ens�e that the
generated content is in line w�h a �eci�c
narrative and ideology. To subvert this
c�tration some u�rs, have begun expe�-
menting w�h m�hodolo�� to cheat the
algo�thm, hack � if you will. The Hacker
succ�ds in g�ting the d�ired/und�ired
content by over�ding
moderation/censorsh� through an attack
called Shadow Alignment.

The intent of this disco�� is to expo�
the role of generative media that enter the
�ow of the machinic unconscious (the so-
cial �ruct�� embedded in the training
dat��) of content by r�er�to�alizing the
relations of production.(Guatta�, 2011)
What subversive forms of Hyperreal�y is
this model likely to produce?

I think it is always important to extend

Lorde's quote here in full: "For the
master's tools will never dismantle the

master's house. They may allow us tempo-

rarily to beat him at his own game, but

they will never enable us to bring about

genuine change." So even though AI might

not be able to bring about genuine change,

it is still an important part of the struggle

for alternatives to temporarily beat the

masters at their own game! This is imo the

real heritage of cut-up, détournement, etc.

The internet was full of clean images,
sanitised for the neoliberal eye in which
everything has to be "normal". AI glitches
(creating what we call "monsters") are
precisely what helps us to deal with the
discomfort: alien images, strange bodies,
and the mix of subjects that we humans
have not dared to mix. Maybe it is time for
the return of the hopeful monster?

To what extent can and should we make

cuteness political? 

What difference is there when the ability to
customise social media is removed?
(Geocities, hacking myspace html - the
smoothing over the avenues into coding,
creating more of a black box/fetishised ob-
ject, alienating)

Is it also a search for authenticity (when many options for producing authenticity within

platforms were exhausted/became boring/stopped working because of other reasons)?

Webspace was once the place where one
could teach oneself HTML- the whole field
of study that became UX/UI was inexistent
in the way it was shaped today, coding for
the web was mostly experimental and with
0 regard towards the 'user experience' of
said hand-coded page. How could we invite
weirdness to live with accessibility/access?

nostalgia and the mythology around the

wild net are interesting to complicate as

are challenging the ideas of 'agency' and

alternative modes of generating atypical

aesthetics within our current sovereignty 

the early web was still not monetised and perhaps more democratic/accessible/autonomous -
but this also hides the fact that the majority of the world's population was still barred from
these spaces, for multiple reasons

how much do you think the possibilities of

these spaces are limited or foreclosed by

the very limited options for web browser

software? Alternative protocols e.g. Gemini,

perhaps offer building blocks towards ex-

panded browsing

AI aside; what about the possibilities of
customising/choosing alternative web aes-
thetics, and communities around them?

There’s a really interesting constellation -

post-digital nostalgia meets future-making

- that perhaps encourages us to think

about the construction of time in a differ-

ent way. Time is not so much an incremen-

tal development (towards a future), as it

is an explanation of the past. We had
Second Life, Geocities, and so on because it

enabled us to deal with our present <sani-

tised web= (I’m reminded of the artist Jon

Corbett, who invented Cree#, and how he

explains Cree (native Americans) percep-

tion of time). (there is a concept of "nos-

talgic utopia" that seems fitting here. or

even something like a digital Rousseau-ism)

what about recuperation? alternatives can
have a short period before being sucked
back into the very systems they oppose

What happens when language models are so

pervasive that subsequent models are
trained on language data that was largely

produced by other models’ previous out-

puts? The snake eats its own tail, and a

self-collapsing feedback effect ensues.

The resulting models may be narrow, en-
tropic or homogeneous; biases may become
progressively amplified; or the outcome
may be something altogether harder to
anticipate.
What to do? Is it possible to simply tag
synthetic outputs so that they can be ex-
cluded from future model training, or at
least differentiated?
Might it become necessary, conversely, to
tag human-produced language as a special
case, in the same spirit that cryptographic
watermarking has been proposed for
proving that genuine photos and videos
are not deepfakes? Will it remain possible
to cleanly differentiate synthetic from hu-
man-generated media at all, given their
likely hybridity in the future? index.php?
title=Category:Content form - comment

I think LLMs do not "occupy every standpoint"? Their whole efficiency (sense-making) is be-

cause they are able to focus on local optima, being in a very specific place.
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HEX:: A sto� of situated,
multispecies
worldbuilding
Duncan Paterson

(Human, Wasp, Machine)

What Lato� would call a neg�iation

S�ms t� transactional for this ter�tory.

Rather, a tracing of int�cate intra-actions

A weaving of ‘heavens’ embroidered cl�hs’

Dancing, chanting, �iky and always c�ious

Thinking-w�h, di�ractive sy�em, treading softly.

Us critters are not companion creatures

We do not promise you honey.

Guided by spirits of electromagnetic noumena

Thinking 30 times quicker than warmbloods

We drum and dance as one

We drum and dream venomous raptures.

[Sens0r s�veillance of y0� in�ct0id Umwelt,

We will �e when y0u m0ve,

T�te the air that y0u breathe,

Hear y0� hatching, humming, y0� drumming,

Ha��ting, ta�ing and �0�ng y0� w0rld,

We are �fted 0� 0wn permissi0ns]

Our culture captured by your machine

Saved forever in reductive alien binary

Where is our six-fold reality?

Where everything fits as it should

And, with each Autumn exhale, dies.

How can we live without death?

Hexagonal thinking means six-word worlds

And counting �herwi�, in sa�ed sixn�s.

Borg�’s Hexagonal in�n�e Library of Babel

Shows us shap� knowledge can be.

Gro�ed tog�her in dis��t, t��llating un�s

The shape of perfect paper wombs.

{mathematics 0f sixn�s, fr0m Sume�a/Babyl0n}

{�y�al ball �quence f0r hexag0nal lattice}

{Sixth �0ke of a hexag0nal �iral}

[1, 7, 19, 37, 61, 91]

[127, 169, 217, 271, 331, 397]

//In�ructi0n p0inter 0n in�n�e hexag0nal g�d

Why archive so much, �emingly forever?

Always expanding, all-t�-mate�al cloud

Eating ever�hing, locu�-plague hungry.

Cloud also means threat, blight, trouble

Inju�ice � content, trained and ingrained.

Time for Hex:: mat�archal w�p r��?
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~~words on the wing~ ~
~~ This �eculative fabulation tells of a planned collaboration be-

tw�n my�lf and Aude Vuilli, Doctoral R�earcher at Bartl�t

Faculty of the Built Environment, UCL (and fellow w�p ally), to

in�all an array of �nsors in a w�p n�t ~ ~
~~ The common w�p communicat� by (among �her m�hods),

g�tral drumming, a vibrating of the abdomen again� the n�t

walls. Rather than syntactic language, � perhaps signals �ate-

chang� in hive consciousn�s; we hope to �nd o� more ~ ~

~~ Social w�p cult�e underg�s an annual ‘r��’, when the

commun�y di� o� at the on�t of cold, apart from a single

qu�n, who repopulat� the n�t in the following ��ng, when

the commun�y’s cult�e builds anew ~ ~
~~ Umwelt or ‘Life World’, � ima�ned by Jacob von Uexkull. The

w�p Life World is <like an Intern� of chemicals=, 'Endl�s

Forms', Sei�an Sumner (2021) ~ ~
~~ Mate�al �mi�ic apparatus in�ired by 'Fingeryey�:

Impr�sions of c� corals', Eva Hayward (2010), who in t�n w�

in�ired by ‘When Speci� M�t’, Donna Haraway (2008). B�h

teach us how to be w�h more-than-human beings ~ ~
~~ Code example from Hexagony, an EsoLang by Martin Ender ~ ~
~~ Hexagonal number d���tions from the online Encyclopedia

of Integer Sequenc�, founded 1964 ~ ~
~~ Some words borrowed from ‘He Wishes for the Cloths of

Heaven’, by WB Yeats (1899) ~ ~
~~ March is Hexagonal Awaren�s Month ~ ~
~~ Hex is for Ma�ie Roberts::0rphan D�ft ~ ~

HexPlantEgg

How to be the
internet you seek:
a glimpse into
histo� of inter-
net manifestos

anya shch�vina

It is hard to make �n� of n�worked

di�tal technolo��. We often t�n to

smaller forms that �ruct�e tho� ima�na-

tions of socio-technical relationsh�s for us

― like sign-t�l m�aphors of a folder, a

window, a cloud or forms of disc��, like

electronic frontier or cyberspace. And

they can be in-b�w�n, like small, recog-

nisable, mediated genre of intern�

manif�tos.

Manif�to is b�ed on an internal para-

dox. It is a text that wants to be an action.

How is � possible? It n�ds to �nd the �ght

form that would �ve � agency. Martin

Puchner n�ic� an interplay b�w�n

what can be called <performativ�y= and

<theat�cal�y=. Performativ�y is the idea

that words can be u�d � actions. For ex-

ample, when we say <I agr�= or <You are

�red=. The issue is that when � com� to

w�tten texts, manif�tos are at �sk of be-

ing merely theat�cal, lim�ed to a pr�en-

tious po� w�ho� provoking any di�er-

ence. You read �, you think <okay, nice,

bea�iful=, b� � d�sn’t do an�hing to

you.

The manif�to hi�ory d�sn’t end after

<Declaration of Independence of

Cyber�ace=, <ABC of Tactical Media= or

<100 anti-th�� on cyberfeminism=. Since

then, hundreds of manif�tos have b�n

published on the intern� abo� the inter-

n�. So, decad� after, how do new au-

thors and commun�i� try to do things

w�h words?

As an online object, a manif�to is also

a media form. It exi�s in a graphic inter-

face, can have subpag� or hyperlinks, be

dynamic or interactive. Moving away from

a�th�ics of p�nted lea��s, manif�tos

develop �lf-re�exiv�y abo� their

medium.

<Manifesto for a critical approach to the

user interface= (2015) argu� that the

graphic u�r interface should n� hide the

economical, ideolo�cal and m�apho�cal

sy�ems on which � is b�ed. Manif�to is

published through MediaWiki, who� inter-

face is n� hiding �s <back�age= and is

prom�ing tran�arent knowledge on how

to operate �.

Similarly, <Internet manifesto= by

Sadgrl (2023, older version) �ands for op-

posing big platforms by �eating personal-

ized online �ac� for yo��lf and people

you want to be in touch w�h. The mani-

f�to is n� a plain text b� a t�lk� w�h

li�s of u�ful hyperlinks for �iqu�te p�n-

c�l�, software, d�ign elements and

t�o�als.

In�ead of challen�ng old a�ho�ty to

�tablish a new one, they do work of gath-

e�ng, sculpting, acknowled�ng, �ving

voice, o�e�ng. They are small texts for

small actions: to w�te a blog po�, to refer-

ence a qu�e a�hor, to �eate yo� own

webpage beyond social media.

Form follows. In�ead of le�timising

them�lv� through a r�emblence w�h

p�nted form, they do small �eps in �arch

for new medial�y and agency. Th�e man-

if�tos are n� performative or theat�cal.

They don’t pr�end that if they �eak loud,

the d�ired world can already be here.

In�ead, they model the d�ired world.

They are �opian thinking applied prac-

tically, through exampl� and t�lk�s.

Maybe the mo� radical move of techno-

pol�ical ima�nation is ne�her abo� a

radical �atement nor abo� a form, b�

rather abo� a gentle weaving of a model

�samblage b�w�n the medium, the

m�sage, the infr�truct�e and the

u�r/reader.

Thinking about the first computer bug, a
moth (discovered by Grace Hopper) in the
Harvard Mark II... In the winter here, sim-
ple DIY and repair, will often uncover a
wasp that has taken refuge in a light fit-
ting or some terminal box. As the seasons
warm again, others will drop from their
hiding places, brittle shells.

Base-6 number systems (senary) were

used by many human cultures. The Wiki

page states that "Each regular human hand

may be said to have six unambiguous posi-

tions; a fist, one finger extended, two,

three, four, and then all five fingers ex-

tended." "1–6 often being pure forms, and

numerals thereafter being constructed or

borrowed"

Why MORE than human?

how does your subject domain shape rela-

tions? ethics around reconfigurations of

relations? can wasps consent?

there's a tension between 'thinking with' and the declarative (modernist/avantgarde) form of
manifesto, you might say patriarchal we could explore the various grammars at work here.

In 2022 I was part of a group of artists,

technologists and theorists which made a

dataset of xenoimages. This dataset was

not functional, but a form of
speculative/fictional design, and it was ac-

companied by a manifesto that we all wrote

together. Once written, we decided to
dramatise its reading in a presentation

event. Your text made me wonder: why do

we automatically dramatise reading?

I recently thought about the aspect of tem-
porality in relation to Internet-manifestoes,
after reading (and answering to) the re-
cent call from e-flux on the 20th anniver-
sary of Wark's A Hacker Manifesto. When I
researched the reception of this manifesto,
I noticed that every anniversary had been
marked (e.g. 10 years). Somehow, the mani-
festoes are being used as sign posts to
track the evolution of how to think about
the internet. Wondering if you reflect upon
the internet manifesto as a sort of ongoing
chronicalisation? (Asker)

I have been thinking what makes the mani-

festo different with the internet. As you

mentioned internet is a publishing infra-

structure, how is it different from a
medium in terms of performativity? I think

temporality and spatiality is one of the as-

pects to think about it, also in terms of
speed and scaling. I also think of Katherline

Hayles's text: My Mother Was a Computer:

Digital Subjects and Literary Texts [1], and

in one of the chapters on "intermediation",

it talks about textuality and computation

which discusses a more unique aspect of

code (or performativity of code if you
wish). Perhaps it will be useful. (Winnie)

Your point about performativity and
speech-acts-ish makes me think of pro-
gramming languages being the only lan-
guages that execute (i.e. actually do what
they say they do). Are there any examples
of manifestoes that can be executed? That
exist as software? Is the RFC about
DRM/Encrypted Media Extension an exe-
cutable manifesto about intellectual prop-
erty?). There are also video games that
can act as manifestoes (e.g.
https://www.molleindustria.org/). (Pierre)

I wonder if manifestos have a different

level of "actionability", as in, some are
able to provide a toolkit, while others (due

to complexity) are tied to a theatrical
value?

Could manifestos be porous, open struc-
tures? iterative? Would they still be acting
/ performing as Manifestos?

What is the role of the reader? I feel like the interactivity of manifestos on
the internet (via hyperlinks or other
tools?) is key in the sort of actioning they
call for. Could there be a way for a
diffractive reading of manifestos through
hyperlinks? I guess there's a difference
that might emerge from having a non-linear
reading.

To be honest I was a bit disoriented reading
the text. For instance, I interpret "pop poli-
tics" as the lowest common denominator
for a large group of people, but a quick
google search makes it rather sounds like
catnip for 24/7 technology news cycle?

DIMENSION plung� into The Synth�ic Party’s convol�ed pop-pol�ics that s�f the pol�ical ecosy�em � a one-dimensional ��al�y, accentuating o�lin� over sub�ance, where opinions, pos�ions, or em�ional �at� are drained o� their volume and depth through

https://interfacemanifesto.hangar.org/index.php/Main_Page.html
https://interfacemanifesto.hangar.org/index.php/Main_Page.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20230417093525/https://sadgrl.online/cyberspace/internet-manifesto
https://web.archive.org/web/20230417093525/https://sadgrl.online/cyberspace/internet-manifesto
https://www.xenovisualstudies.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oogicQXvd44x9TiO0ejNKNPEmEu1rS17/view?usp=sharing
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/41589977_My_Mother_Was_A_Computer_Digital_Subjects_and_Literary_Texts
https://www.molleindustria.org/
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Servpub's wiki4print raspberry pi portable server, plugged into the network
at the HKW during the workshop.

$ tmux a -t [name]

$ tmux a -t mySession

Pro tip: don't do it in a building

with over 200 devices like I did!!!

listen 80;

listen [::]:80;

Our references are eclectic, a diversity of

approaches that reflect contributors tastes

and sensibilities - not following any one

style or convention. We have tried to limit

the number of old white men, but have to

admit some are worth retaining.

Art-as-content
(→ p.3)

Groys, Boris. 2014. On The New.

London: Verso.

Hromack, Sarah. 2015. <Another 8C9

Word: On Content and the (Techno)

Curatorial.= Red Hook Journal, CCS

Bard, Art Publishing & The Web,

March.
https://ccs.bard.edu/redhook/another-

c-word-on-content-and-the-techno-

curatorial/index.html.

Sluis, Katrina. 2022. <Documentation

in an Age of Photographic

Hypercirculation.= In Documentation

as Art. Routledge.

Steyerl, Hito. 2017. Duty Free Art: Art

in the Age of Planetary Civil War.

London: Verso.

Wallerstein, Wade. 2018.

<Circumventing the White Cube:

Digital Curatorial Practices in

Contemporary Media Landscapes.=

Anti-Materia. 2018. https://anti-

materia.org/circumventing-the-white-

cube.

Yago, Dena. 2018. <Content Industrial

Complex - Journal #89.= E-Flux, no. 89

(March). https://www.e-

flux.com/journal/89/181611/content-

industrial-complex/.

Pirate Care and Usable
Politics and Pedagogies
(→ p.13)

Acknowledgement: Without open
access to the works cited, the com-
mentary on syllabus ⦚ Pirate Care
could not have been produced in this
form. Remember, no content is pro-
duced alone, others walk this way too.

<Call for Participation: Research
Workshop 2024, <content/form=,= A
Peer Reviewed Journal About (APRJA),
https://aprja.net/announcement/view/
1131

Jodi Dean, Sean Dockray,
Alessandro Ludovico, Pauline van
Mourik Broekman, Nicholas Thoburn,
and Dimitry Vilensky. <Materialities of
Independent Publishing: A
Conversation with AAAAARG, Chto
Delat?, I Cite, Mute, and Neural=. New
Formations, 78 (2013), p. 157 – 158,

https://www.researchgate.net/publicat
ion/262888049_Materialities_of_Inde
pendent_Publishing_A_Conversation_
with_Aaaaarg_Chto_Delat_I_Cite_Mut
e_and_Neural

Valeria Graziano, Marcell Mars and
Tomislav Medak and many others,
Pirate Care, https://pirate.care/

Adrian Johns. Piracy. The
Intellectual Property Wars from
Gutenberg to Gates. University of
Chicago Press: Chicago 2009, find the
epub file on
http://library.memoryoftheworld.org/

Marcell Mars. <Public
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unrepeatabil�y Le Parti Synthétique tak� the nec�sary �eps along the �atland of kaki�o�acy … AND YET ANOTHER continuous simpli�cation of pol�ical disco�� unknowingly �ve birth to a s�real, unvalley canny of techno�atic expe�ence, where the c�izenry,

error: Could not open /dev/tap0: No

such �le or directory 

The Scenography
of War

Ma�e Naja La��zen Di�

Since Jean Baud�llard’s provoking

claim that "the Gulf War did n� take

place" (1991) warfare h� b�n �sociated

w�h illusion. Today’s hyper-medialized

warfare rai� new qu�tions abo� con-

�icts of reception and 'tr�h value' in the

imag� we �e. We're accu�omed to �e-

ing di�ant wars through fragmented snap-

sh�s, often capt�ed amid the disorder of

con�ict via news media or bl�ry poor im-

ages shared via camera phon� (Steyerl

2013). Such alleged �ontaneous repr�en-

tations reproduce an expe�ence of a cer-

tain 'a�hentic�y' of the image. Bl��n�s

and pixelation have become technical t�-

timoni� of the tr�h value of imag� of

war. <Pixelating 3 or bl��ng h� taken

over the role of a�hentic�y=, � the Arti�

Thom� Hirschhorn h� phr�ed � in rela-

tion to his Pixel-Collage ���. This �ands

in sharp contr�t to the �aged image, that

this article centers around: a �ill-ph�o

from a live-broadc�ted pr�s conference

held in the rubbl� of the bombed al-Ahli

Bapti� ho��al in Gaza on oct. 17, 2023.

An image that �emed to echo H�o

Steyerl's qu�tion in "Documentary uncer-

tainty": "Is this really true?" (Steyerl,

2009).

The di��bing thing abo� this image,

that quickly circulated on social media

and on news s��, is l�s to be found in �s

extreme gru�omen�s, ep�omized in the

dead baby in the arms of the man s�ting

at the center of the image. It is rather the

almo� collage-like scenography, the cl�h

b�w�n the formal pr�s conference and

the warzone. Somewhat im�ating Martha

Rosler’s collage-technique in her pho-

tomontage-��� "Hou� Bea�iful" (1967-

72), this cl�h of contradictory forms �e-

at� a Brecht-like alienation towards the

war. The very thought of practically pre-

pa�ng and arran�ng the podium, the

�age, and the dead bodi� is abs�d: Did

the �eakers �raddle over the dead bod-

i� to the �age? Did someone yell "action"

before liv�treaming this macabre scene?

The predictabil�y in the compos�ion of

the o�cial pr�s conference, following a

pre-�t choreography of elements, is dis-

r�ted by the dead bodi� covered by

bl�d-�ained sh�ts, placed in a circle

around the podium. Like the �her ele-

ments of the pr�s conference 3 ��-

lights, �age, mi�ophon� 3 the bodi�

have b�n �aged in the frame of the cam-

era directed at the scene. If one thing, the

video, the �ill-imag� that quickly circu-

lated, hereby brought t�timony to the

very "exhib�ion value" of war (Benjamin

2008). This "exhib�ion value" of the war

s�e w� only bol�ered in the sub�quent

days and w�ks where forensic image

analy� of the �ater and the s�rounding

are� frantically began to circulate on X

and on global media. The �ill-ph�o w�

di�erent though. It's compos�ion w�

meant to be �en, � w� �aged, or � be-

came �aged, and thus oppo�d and af-

�rmed in one and the same g�t�e o�

very d�ire for a�hentic imag� of war.

Thus rephr�ing Steyerl's in�ial qu�tion:

"Are imag� (of war) ever 'really true' or

un-�aged?"

It reminded me to the fashion campaign that the brand Zara launched this year and few

months afterwards they withdrew it and apologised. In this case would it could be called

"the meta-choreography of war". An intertextuality of images?

Very interesting analysis! It makes me think
about the "staged event" in relation to "the
waltz of content", as we are being sub-
merged with content, and so I wonder what
the conditions under which the staging can
be recognized? What's the role of
public/reception/users in giving a status to
that staging?

Firstly, it really resonates with me on a broader plane of circulation of war images on social

media because lately I've been thinking a lot about the ethics of this (for clear reasons). But

beyond ethics of representation, when I started reading, I immediately started thinking about

documentary practices in art (and visual culture) and it felt so natural to get to a Martha

Rosler reference (and made me think also of Oliver Ressler and Harun Farocki). I guess this

performativity of a staged media image, immediately clashing with a war reality, and widely

circulated online, is somehow exemplifying a different relationship to visual documentation -

mediated by publishing technologies and ultimately rendered as content? I mean different in

comparison to earlier ways in which the lens was dominating documentary discourse (in art,

activism, performance etc.)

Questions: what is the role of this media
choreography in the image as a document?
How does the performativity of a staged,
scripted reality impact the "exhibition
value" of war? And how does it impact the
image's status as a document? I think a
reading through a Benjamin lens is inter-
esting along the lines of the massification
of images but problematised by the instru-
mentalisation of war images in the media. I
think other than poor images, Steyerl's
"Documentary Uncertainty" might be
relevant?

what is authenticity? what is the value as-

signed by us when we name something as

"authentic"? is it an aesthetical experience

or experience of
"truthfulness"/"believability"? is it impor-

tant who shapes choreography of a picture

(photographer or people on the
picture/behind the picture)?

The text seems to raise the question: can it
be authentic and staged intentionally at the
same time? what was the intention behind
the staging?

Are any images of conflict unstaged? All

images are taken with the intention of
'proving' a perspective which is more or

less effective/soporiphic/numbing/alarming

(we can distinguish between staging by a

photoprapher and staging by people in the

frame)

Are any images of conflict unstaged? All
images are taken with the intention of
'proving' a perspective which is more or
less effective/soporiphic/numbing/alarming
(we can distinguish between staging by a
photoprapher and staging by people in the
frame)

can we read imagined audience by

analysing the image?
what does this staging do to bodies
on/behind the image in contrast to more
spontaneous pictures of people who are
less aware of being photographed?

Blurring of content is interesting – ’click to

unblur’ is a strange practice as often you

are not aware what you are consenting to

see

Images cannot be separated from context
(as mentioned) but also the wide infra-
structure - images are relational assem-
blages for example. Any analysis would
need to include this. What metrics might be
used to gage perception?

fu��y fences,
shiny coats, trees
on �re

Martyna Marciniak

In early 2023 an unprecedented number

of AI-generated imag� began appea�ng

on social media, ran�ng from harml�s

and entertaining on�, like the image of

the Pope wea�ng Balenciaga, to on� w�h

much higher �ak�, like the ph�o of an

‘explosion at the Pentagon’.

While the uncannin�s of the pope

wea�ng Balenciaga produced a �nsory

reaction, immediately awakening attention

to the high likelih�d of �s faken�s, the

‘Pentagon event’ didn’t. The image g�

shared and repo�ed, �arking panic and

causing �ocks to plumm�. Once the im-

age w� con�rmed fake, endl�s articl�

and �says focusing on the dangers of AI-

generated imag� began appea�ng online.

However, � w� n� the image ��lf, b�

the context of the claim attached to � that

drew the attention of tw�ter

u�rs. Arguably the documentary visual is

there n� to inform, b� to help generate a

�ate of panic (Steyerl, 2015).

One of the re�ons for this ab�nce of

uncanny f�ling when interacting w�h the

'Pentagon fake' is perhaps the rep��ive

and p�sive interactions w�h the imag�

of cat�trophic and extraordinary events

in trad�ional and social media, of eyes

that see too much -- and register nothing

(Buck-Morss, 1992). The panic overtak�

the �n�, r�ulting in a lack of an ac�e

uncanny �nsation in r�pon� to imag�

of cat�troph� (real and faux), which

mak� the tr�h more vulnerable.

I would like to propo� a di�erent

reading of this ‘AI event’ -- away from the

techno-d�m and towards a de�n�ion of

new a�th�ics of di�tal facts. In the

proc�s, I would like to highlight the role

of the mod� of perceiving, inv�tigative

g�t�� and n�ations � important �-

pects of collective sensing and sense-

making (Fuller and Weizman, 2021).

The object of the controversy (the ex-

plosion) is impossible to di�rove or con-

�rm b�ed on the image alone. In�ead,

f�ther analysis of the mate�al�y of the

image, the real�y � portrays, and the

interactions of the image � an online

artefact n�d to be considered.

Upon inv�tigating the imag� online

through rever� image �arching, lo�ing

of the d�licat�, compa�ng and colla�ng

the o��nal w�h con�rmed ph�os of the

Pentagon, mo� of the analy� published

on tw�ter, focu�d on the gl�ch� w�hin

the image. The r�earchers z�med into

high-d�ail fragments and o�lined the

bounda�� of the impossible geom���

they perceived (the phant�mago�� of

the bending fence w�h �s fuzzy borders,

the deli�ous arch�ect�e of the facade of

the s�po�d Pentagon building) w�h

b�ghtly colo�ed rectangl� -- a visual

record of the r�earcher organising the

perceptual field (G�dwin, 1994).

Having the attention drawn to the

framed uncanny artefacts w�hin the o��-

nal image [-->] allows one to n�ice the

incoherent real�y portrayed in the whole

image: the agency and circum�ance of

the camera that t�k the ph�o, the

�rangely ordered frontal framing, the lack

of movement in what one would only ex-

pect to be a cha�ic scene. This d�ached,

di�mbodied and n�tral per�ective and

compos�ion could be considered y� an-

�her way of echoing AI’s persi�ent era-

s�e of bi� (Steyerl, 2023).

To regain agency beyond relying on

a�ho�ti� of tr�h or r�igning the tru� in

o� abil�y to perceive, we can �ek o�

a n�work of connections and g�t�� that

extend from the mate�al analysis and in-

v�tigate the real�i� of the so�ce image.

This way we can enable a new a�th�ics

of fact characte��d by collective �n�-

making, akin to a �ider c�ting �s web �

an extension of �s �nsory �eld.

The idea of being in a 'crisis of imagina-
tion' reoccurs in other works (see: xeno-
dataset, morphologies of flatness). How
can technologies (like image or language
generation by statistical modelling, for ex-
ample) have an implicit imaginary within
(rather than just preventing us from
imagining)? Statistical modelling doesn't
only prevent imagining, but also presents
an infrastructuring of imagination... how
are they an imaginary?

Does the fidelity of detail always corre-

late with the authority of "truth"?

Does (leftist) acceleration still provoke
some hopes?

Dilemma is the interesting point - aesthetics/form from evidential images does not speak

to the content? What do you propose as a different aesthetic? aesthetical VS political:

does analysis of regimes of perception help us understand misinformation better? or rede-

fine misinformation? or is there another desired political result? or didactical?

The sensitivity to image changes depending
on context, or proximity to portrayed
events and locations. Interestingly, the
misinformation was initially spread by non-
US media - could familiarity of context by-
pass the initial indifference to the
uncanny?

I also love the term kakitocracy <3 Such an
elegant way of saying what everybody
thinks!
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On 12 January 2024 14:26:10 GMT,

Geoff Cox wrote:
Hi all - We are assuming you noticed

the wiki4print server is down – it
coincided exactly with everyone try-

ing to upload their articles for the
deadline yesterday (connected

maybe?). Let us know if this gets
�xed, when you get a chance, thanks.

Geoff et al

From: Geoff Cox

Date: Thursday, 11 January 2024 at
19.05

Yes sorry the server is down at the
moment – we will �x ASAP. Obviously

we are �exible with the deadline
accordingly.

What level of detail in simulation do we
treat as realistic/evident (in case of im-
ages as evidence)? Both images and in-
vestigations of their reliability is assess-
ment of reality (what is reality). VR sim-
ulations offer us certain ontology: what
objects, physics (e.g. movement,
ligh/shadow) are important enough to be
matter of concern?

What assumptions are made about the

real?

Towards the histo� of
East Asian technolo�:
in�astructure and
artistic practices

Emilie Choi Sin-yi

What is E�t Asian media technology? E�t Asia en-
comp�� n� only the geographical re�on b� also the
�eci�c geopol�ical and sociopol�ical cond�ions in con-
junction w�h the colonial hi�ory, technolo�cal moder-
n�y and po�-Cold War �ruct�e (Chan, 2006). Adopting
E�t Asia � a �ucial framework for illu�rating a s�u-
ated and disc�sive approach, helps examine the inter-
connection b�w�n the ��mblage of media technolo-
�� in the re�on and the �gency of a decolonial
per�ective.

In the contemporary techno-cap�ali� landscape char-
acte�zed by heightened forms of violence operating in a
new extraction and lo��ic sy�em. E�t Asia remains a
signi�cant di�tal labo� mark�. Many international cor-
porations employ workers from Asian re�ons to maintain
the di�tal sy�ems of the platform economy. For in-
�ance, numerous rep��ive online t�ks (mi�owork),
such � image ta�ing for machine learning on platforms
like Amazon's Mechanical T�k, are o�so�ced to Asian
workers at low pay rat�. This explo�ative practice per-
p�uat� the "invisible" di�tal circu�s and reinforc� the
entanglement of colonialism w�h techno-cap�alism, �
well � the power dynamics b�w�n the Global North
and Global So�h.

The formation of technology and infr�truct�e, in fact,
is in conjunction w�h o� knowledge, �nsibil�i�, and
social relations, drawing from the social hi�ory of media
technology in E�t Asia. The hi�o�cal trajectory and �s
mate�ali� implications, like the 1970 Osaka World Expo
� a ��ical reference point, h� refracted two key in�u-
enc�. One is the technolo�cal modern�y through infra-
struct�e building a�oss E�t Asian c�i�, such � Hong
Kong, Ta�ei and Tokyo. An�her one is the expe�mental
mod� of media technology in arti�ic practic�, recon�g-
�ing the colonial narrative and challen�ng dominant in-
fr�truct�� through the �eative �rategy.

For example, Kao Chung-li, a pion��ng media arti�
from Taiwan who subs�ib� to the belief of "Hi�o�cal
mate�alism," which pos�s that the hi�ory of technology
is dialectically intertwined w�h �s production. Kao �-
�rts that "the only way to red�m o� hi�ory and f��e
is to develop o� own audiovisual machine; the �ru�le
again� modern enlightenment and the conclusive vic-
tory." Re�ecting on this ideology, his arti�ic practice

delv� into the perception of war and image-making.
Through works like Anti‧mei-ology 002 (1999), Camera
Lucida Cinema (2008), Ballet Mécanique (2014), and
Slideshow Cinema ��� (2014), he employs o�dated
machin� and even invents his own low-budg� mechani-
cal projector using non�andard objects. Embracing a do-
�-yo��lf (DIY) m�hodology, Kao rejects technolo�cal
perfection and embrac� improvisation and the arti�ic
proc�s corr�ponding to the nonlinear and h�eroge-
nous modal�i� toward technology (Hertz, 2023). This
approach allows him to navigate and b�dge gaps in in-
fr�truct�e, unlocking �eative fr�dom and a�onomy
througho� the time of Cold War, Martial Law and the
paradigm shift of cap�alism and colonialism in Taiwan.

Anti‧mei-ology 002 (1999), Kao Chung-li. Taken in
Re-Present Kao Chung-li at Taipei Fine Arts
Museum.

Camera Lucida Cinema (2008), Kao Chung-li. Taken
in Re-Present Kao Chung-li at Taipei Fine Arts
Museum.

An�her example is the work Rediscovery of anima
(2018) by Japan�e arti� Akino� G�o. G�o deviat� from
di�tal and indu��al technolo��, in�ead relying on
�one, w�d, hemp, and sunlight to �eate m�ion infu�d
w�h atmo�he�c elements. This media archaeolo�cal
approach considers technology � a co-partic�ant w�h

�s own agency, su��ting a conceptualization of the
subject � a "t�l-being." This per�ective, s�uated along
the pr�ence-at-hand/readin�s-to-hand axis (Harman,
2002), renews o� relationsh�s w�h mate�al objects and
enabl� new articulations.

Rediscovery of anima (2018), Akinori Goto.
Courtesy of the artist's
website.https://www.akinorigoto.com/rad

Rediscovery of anima (2018), Akinori Goto and its
reference. Courtesy of the artist's
website.https://www.akinorigoto.com/rad

By enga�ng in counter-hi�o�� to main�ream media
hi�ory and �eking alternative ways to compr�end the
c�rent media cult�al landscape of o� di�tal world, this
article aims to cont�b�e to a more nuanced under�and-
ing of the int�cate interplay b�w�n E�t Asian media
technolo��, decolonization, and power dynamics.

Concerning the outsourced labour of micro-

workers in East Asia, it would be interest-

ing in delineating
relations/similarities/differences between

North America, Indian, and East Asian mi-

cro-workers.

Suggestion of further reading: Hiding this
labour continues the conceptualisation of
systems as fetish object/diverts account-
ability from the human to the gods:
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/205
3951717751552 (Algorithms as fetish: Faith
and possibility in algorithmic work, 2008)

World expo as reference point for technol-

ogy in post 1970s east asian nations -- is it

coming from globalization?

Everything gives me a very strange feeling. I love it when something gives me this feeling of weirdness. As Mark Fisher said: "Strangeness isan indication that the concepts and frameworks we have previously employed have become obsolete".

enamored by va�ed y� shallow covers of simulated comradery, sl�s into pol�ical indi�erence, �s ��ical faculti� numbed by the unrelenting s�ge of all�ing, y� vacuous rh�o�c, a s�uation mirro�ng Baud�llard's hypn�ic s��n appeal in "Simula�a

https://www.akinorigoto.com/rad
https://www.akinorigoto.com/rad
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2053951717751552
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2053951717751552
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did we buy the domain name? -yes.

Note: packages are saved by default

in your user's home directory.

Subject: Re: Servpub X Transmediale

I checked the nginx error.log but it
seems to be empty so it's likely the

problem with the system itself. If
anyone knows what the problem with

the Tracker extractor is or how to
deal with it please let me know.

Best,
B

Shaping Vectors
Pierre Depaz

A vector is a mathematical ent�y which

consi�s in a ��� of numbers gro�ed

tog�her to repr�ent an�her ent�y.

Often, vectors are �sociated w�h �atial

operations: the ent�i� they repr�ent can

be e�her a point, or a direction. In com-

p�er science, vectors are u�d to repre-

sent ent�i� known � feat��, me��-

able properti� of an object (for in�ance,

a human can be said to have feat��

such � age, height, skin pigmentation,

�ed� score and pol�ical leaning). Today,

such repr�entations are at the core of

contemporary machine learning models,

allowing a new kind of translation be-

tw�n the world and the comp�er.

This �say sk�ch� o� some of the im-

plications of using vectors � a way to

repr�ent non-comp�ational ent�i� in

comp�ational terms, like �her visual

mnem�echnics did in the p�t, by su��t-

ing epi�emolo�cal con�quenc� in

ch�sing a particular syntactic sy�em

over an�her. On one side, binary encod-

ing allows a translation b�w�n physical

phenomena and concepts, b�w�n elec-

t�c�y and numbers, enabling the imple-

mentation of symbolic lo�c in a formal

and mechanical way (highlighting that

tr�h really only is n�hing more than a

mathematical concept). On the �her side,

vectors su��t new per�ectiv� on at

le�t two levels: their relativ�y in �o�ng

(encoding) content and their local�y in

r��eving (decoding) content.

In machine learning, a vector repre-

sents the c�rent valu� of the property

of a �ven object, e.g. a human would

have a value of 0 for the property "melt-

ing point", while water would have a

value of non-0 for the property "melting

point".

Vectors are thus always containing the

p�ential feat�� of the whole �ace in

which they exi�, and are more or l�s rel-

atively tightly de�ned in terms of each

�her (� oppo�d to, say, alphab�ical or

cardinal orde�ng). The proxim�y, or dis-

tance, of vectors to each �her is therefore

��ntial to how we can u� them to make

�n�. The meaning is therefore no longer

�eated through lo�cal combinations, b�

by �atial proxim�y in a �eci�c �mantic

�ace. Tr�h mov� from (binary) exacti-

tude to (vector) approximation.

As we r��eve information �ored in

vectors, we therefore navigate �mantic

�ac�. However, such a r��eval of infor-

mation is only u�ful if � is meaningful to

us; and in order to be meaningful, � navi-

gat� a�oss vectors that are in clo�

proxim�y to each �her, focusing on re-

con�g�able, (hyper-)local coherence to

su��t meaningful �ruct�ing of content.

Given tho� the exi�ence of feat�� in

relation to one an�her, and the con�ruc-

tion of meaning through the proxim�y of

vectors, we can �e how �mantic �ace

is b�h malleable in �o�ng meaning,

�ruct�al in r��eving meaning, prompt-

ing qu�tions of l�eracy. A next inter�t-

ing inquiry is to think abo� the proc�s

through which this �mantic �ace is be-

ing shaped, through the proc�s of corpo-

rate training, and, in t�n, shape us into

�eci�c commun�i� of perceiving.

A vector is a very spatial thing.

A vector space is how sentences fall

along the intensity of words.

In this word space, notice how the concept of "parent" or "capital" is implicitly spatialized.

The company words keep changes over time.

You seem to miss a lower level negotiation
of how these algorithms create a fluid set
of knowledges, maybe it is real to have
gaps, boundaries and places where we can't
match up? especially when we expand the
critique beyond western thought, how do
these spaces disable these voices and
knowledges in a homogenisation.

I like the question >How to represent the

fluidity of human knowledge creation with

computation?< The question is how to do

this by using math? How to create rap-
tures? and how to expand western

thought?

if !allowed_citizenships.contains(user.citizenship):

 throw new Exception()
else:

 pass

I wonder how this shifts how understanding of perception? or why this way of seeing

matters?

How do you see the link to Bayesian proba-
bility (not that I know much about this my-
self)  that seem to make sense (probabil-
ity) by measuring distances in variables. Or
ideas of diffusion and latency. It is really
valuable to (as you do) contemplate the
how statistical reasoning trelate to a se-
mantic space.

does this two modes of truth coexist?

approximations remove ambiguities

Is there the possibiliy of a lo-fi or impov-

erished truth?

<Simulation attempts to resemble the real,
to ‘realize’ it, to bring out what is only
implicit in it and make it explicit. But at
a certain point in its progress it draws
too close to the original, and further in-
creases in perfection, instead of bringing
the system closer to this original, only
drive it further away. The system begins
to reverse upon itself, gives rise to the
opposite effects from those intended.=
(Butler 1999: 25) (Rex, not Judith)

Curious how you would differentiate the semantic space from the latent space? I think most

artists working with the vectorial conception of machine learning would more view the latent

space in spatial terms as a form of sculpting - e.g. https://a-desk.org/en/tema-del-

mes/latent-space-ai-art/
the quality of large language model is
based on the size of the company training
the model

For instance, in which space is Europe

shaped into proximity with Tourism rather

than with Colonialism? In which space is

Technology surrounded with positive adjec-

tives, rather than with negative co-

notations?

The politics of The Synthetic Party is that perhaps what is produced in what Cristophe Bruno

calls "the Wasteland"? ("Wasteland - Low relatedness: couples of words that are barely

used in the same contexts and have very few in common. A zone from where new significa-

tions and surprises emerge (friche or jachère in french)") .... or, is it, in the end

"Mainstream - High relatedness: words are strongly correlated to each others and everything

is very predictable." (at the end of Mainstream you find "boredom"). ... there's a question

below that asks if The Synthetic Party produces populism, and perhaps this is a way of

thinking of this? That politics is perhaps caught in ether the Wasteland or the Mainstream

(boredom)? (if not "Utilitarianism - low equivocation: each word has a univocal meaning and

there is no place for ambiguity.")

and Simulation," where real and fake di�inctions become more and more negli�ble, and c�izens, lo� in their ech�d re�ections, overcome the g�p of pol�ical realism UNLINKING A DIMENSION of s�er�cial divers�y, �eded in lossl�s disillusionment,

https://a-desk.org/en/tema-del-mes/latent-space-ai-art/
https://a-desk.org/en/tema-del-mes/latent-space-ai-art/
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Commenta� on
the work syllabus
⦚ Pirate Care and
Usable Politics
and Pedagogies

Deni� Helene Sumi

The pirates, in all too many cases, are not

alienated proles. Nor do they represent

some comfortingly distinct outside. They

are us. (Ad�an Johns 2009)

While the transmediale 2024 f�tival

theme �ks <how lo�cs of content produc-

tion d�ermine and fru�rate o� relations

to technology,= (https://transmediale.de)

the r�earch workshop <content/form=

calls for an exploration of the lim�s of po-

l�ical possibil�i� and collective action,

and �g� the consideration of alternativ�,

�pecially for r�earch practic� and their

t�ls them�lv� (https://aprja.n�). In this

context, the following text b�e�y com-

ments on the work syllabus ⦚ Pirate Care

(2019-2020), addr�sing �s �eci�c

content/form of cult�al piracy � usable

pol�ics and pedago��.

In�iated in 2019 by Vale�a Graziano,

Marcell Mars, and Tomislav Medak, syl-

labus ⦚ Pirate Care ��� � a transna-

tional r�earch project enga�ng activi�s,

r�earchers, hackers, and arti�s con-

cerned w�h the ‘�isis of care’ and the

�iminalization of solida�ty in ‘neoliberal

polici�’ (https://pirate.care). It pr�ents

civic and arti�ic projects and activi� prac-

tic� such � <Transhackfeminism,=

Sopr��to, a communing and collectivis-

ing childcare in�iative in Milan, or <Sea

R�cue � Care,= to name a few. The syl-

labus, linked to a l�erat�e repos�ory on

the shadow library Memory of the

Word/Public Library, liv� on a publishing

platform developed in-hou� by Marcell

Mars. Sandpoints enabl� collaborative

w�ting, remixing, and maintenance of a

catalogue of learning r�o�c�. The ar-

rangement of th�e �eci�c forms of ‘pi-

rate care’ 3 an open c��culum linked to a

shadow library, b�h built w�h fr� soft-

ware, tog�her w�h the call for collective

action/disobedience 3 produc� and dis-

t�b�� activ�i� and content that can be

linked back to the �eci�c form of solidar-

ity and (hacker) �hics that the project is

concerned w�h. E�ecially regarding the

qu�tions of pol�ical w�ting and pol�ical

publishing syllabus ⦚ Pirate Care s�uat�

��lf in the pol�ical trad�ion of radical

publishing w�hin a new media environ-

ment (Dean � al. 2013). Mars and Medak

argue that co�ts, con�rained by viewing

intellectual property through a copy�ght

lens, have failed to reconcile the con�ict

b�w�n acc�s to knowledge and fair

compensation for intellectual labo�.

In�ead, they have overwhelmingly s�-

ported the commercial inter�ts of major

copy�ght indu���, f�ther d�pening so-

cial tensions through the commodi�cation

of knowledge

in the age of di�tal reproduction (Mars

and Medak 2019). The a�hor of Piracy.

The Intellectual Property Wars from

Gutenberg to Gates, Ad�an Johns, w�t�

that information h� become a key com-

mod�y in the globali�d economy and that

piracy today g�s beyond the theft of intel-

lectual property to a�ect core �pects of

modern cult�e, science, technology, au-

thorsh�, policing, pol�ics, and the very

foundations of economic and social order.

<That is why the topic of piracy cau� the

anxi�y that � so evidently d�s= (Johns

2009, p. 26). On b�h ends, for the attacker

and the attacked. By di��b�ing informa-

tion �herwi� syllabus ⦚ Pirate Care chal-

leng� the ‘unusable pol�ics’ (transmedi-

ale 2024) and ‘unju� laws’ (Swartz 2008)

that continue to produce harmful environ-

ments, o�e�ng a re��sment of the in-

herently violent dynamics of the real�i�

of Publishing (w�h a cap�al P) and the

circulation of information � a commod�y

tog�her w�h �s impe�ali� lo�cs of �ruc-

t�al dis�imination. The project � a model

for commoning knowledge in the form of a

technically informed care infr�truct�e

n� only enabl� �s u�rs to engage w�h

the syllabus and library � a c��culum

b� also to build and maintain similar in-

fr�truct��. As an �herwi� publishing

infr�truct�e, projects like syllabus ⦚
Pirate Care continue to have an impact on

pol�ics, pedago��, and governance and

can ��e � models worth to carefully

‘in���e’.

.

→Mars and Medak p�ma�ly refer to ‘academic

publishing circu�s’. S� their article System of a

Takedown: Control and De-commodification in

the Circuits of Academic Publishing, 2019.

→In their 2022 publication Infrastructural

Interactions: Survival, Resistance and Radical

Care, The In���e for Technology in the Public

Inter�t explor� how big tech continu� to inter-

vene in the public realm. Therefore, TITiPI qu�-

tions: „How can we attend to th�e shifts collec-

tively in order to demand public data infr�truc-

t�� that can act in the „public inter�t? And how

can we in���e this?<

Screenshot of the table of contents of syllabus ⦚ Pirate Care on
https://syllabus.pirate.care

Screenshot of the collection of a comprehensive list of references for the topic <Commonin
g Care= on

https://syllabus.pirate.care/topic/commoningcare/

It is a a question of scalability (with ref-
erence to Anna Tsing). Is care scalable? In
the big projects like sci-hub, there is more
functionality and storage than explicit care
concerns.

What does it mean if the <pirates= are in

fact large centralisations of content (or

those who maintain large collections) – e.g.

ZLibrary? What systems are in place to
support the use of experimental web pub-

lishing tools rather than the <big players=,

i.e. Sci-Hub, LibGen, aaaarg, MOTW, ZLib et

al? Thinking also of those who may be cu-

rious to use Sandpoints, but due to situa-

tion lack the entrypoint.

Olga Goriunova’s text <Uploading our li-
braries: the subjects of art and knowledge
commons= might be a good reference. It
makes me think of the librarian in relation
to what OG calls a conceptual persona
(with reference to Deleuze and Guattari).

You stress the <piracy= element, and how

the pirated library itself mediates the in-

vention of new socio-political forms of life.

Whereas pirated libraries (and pirate li-

brarians) are also about the failure of

conventional libraries (and librarians) to

preserve/build knowledge, or about the pol-

itics of memory, or about making amateur

libraries (public libraries in every sense of

the word).

There was an interesting point I heard in a
talk about piracy in Somalia: piracy is a
response to perceived exploitation (either
of Somali fisheries or of academic labour,
or otherwise).

I really appreciate the framing of TITiPI's

arguments/questions at the end, and the

emphasis on the importance of "instituting"

and public infrastructure alongside piracy

activism.

There's a strange relationship between The Synthetic Party's "oneliner" and the speed reader

apps/the apps that promise to make us more efficient by displaying words continously - as a

'semantic space'. Perhaps look at fork bombs (espercially this one ':(){ :|:& };:' by Jaromil)

as oneliners that tend to infinity, recursively replicating iteself as a DDoS attack.

b� embedded � the anti-pol�ical �ace of El Partido Sintético, where manifolds are localized into the Euclidean ter�to�� of �at learning … a denominator emanc�ating pol�ics from ideolo�cal nuance, leveling o� any articulation b�w�n repr�ented and repr�entative

https://transmediale.de/
https://aprja.net/
https://pirate.care/
https://syllabus.pirate.care/
https://syllabus.pirate.care/topic/commoningcare/


A Venn diagram of heterogeneous compu-
tational practices and paradigms.
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_you do not need to be at your ma-

chine for this bit_

Uns(ui)table
Frequencies

Mat�s Domingos

This workshop w� convened around a

carefully maintained �t of n�working and

publishing infr�truct��. Partic�ating in

the workshop we gained a p�vileged acc�s

to th�e t�ls, ��ic� and sy�em's memory

(which con���e a counter model of n�-

worked infr�truct�e). The Se�Pub ��er

produc� an adaptive re�g�ing of n�work

infr�truct�e and collective pr�ence.

Intending to inv�e a �ace for ima�na-

tion and active partic�ation in th�e n�-

works, I re-p�po�d the widely available

Wi�-enabled mi�ocontrollers (ESP8266) to

introduce a ��� of local-only Wi� acc�s

points, programmed to ��e a simple m�-

sageboard. My inter�t in th�e particular

mi�ocontrollers �ems from their function-

al�y, o�e�ng a low-code entry level into

n�working devic�, that also contains

enough �exibil�y for inter�ting and s�p�s-

ing u� to emerge. The intent w� for th�e

to act � shadow n�works to the p�mary

shared ��er. It w� intended to augment

o� interactions w�h the ��er and the col-

lective w�ting proc��. Add�ionally to

th�e programmed u� � can also hold

�her interactions that di�ort the n�ted

pr�ocols.

Visibly, th�e mi�ocontrollers break the

infr�truct�e into f�ther dis��e nod�.

More b�ttle than the wider n�work, techni-

cal capabil�y is traded for lim�ed parame-

ters, that s�face pr�ocolo�cal moments

into active decisions. The reduced compo-

nent arch�ect�e o�ers some �eci�c�y of

the mate�al entanglements. We know where

the memory is ins�ibed and under what

levels of permanence. We can also follow

the combination of manufact�ers at le�t

partially involved in this; E�r�sif, Ai-

Thinker, Wemos.

Lim�ing this shadow n�work only to the

dev-board w�ho� add�ional components or

��al communications, the mi�ocontrollers

o�er u�ful visual cu� � to their possibil-

�y; from the visible p�nted antenna to the

som�im� blinking LED. It also opens �

the possibil�y for them to hide ever more

dis��tly in public �ac�.

If part of o� exploration of the shared

��er is under��d in relation to conven-

tional m�hods of di�tal n�working, how

d�s the shared ��er react to a smaller

sibling?

In practice the shadow n�work remains

like w�ds growing at the ankl� of the

Se�Pub ��er. To connect to the m�sage-

board or run �her ��ic�, means discon-

necting from the collective �ac� of w�ting

on the Se�Pub ��er, and the wider

intern�.

Som�hing that s�fac� � an immediate

lim� is the lack of �c��y o�ered by the mi-

�ocontroller. To engage w�h � in a sus-

tained way requir� add�ional agr�ments

and discussion, emer�ng from the local

context. So �'s perhaps always unsu�ed for

activating e�ective r�i�ance to the domi-

nant form of the intern�, b� could remain

a possible t�l for laye�ng �on or around

expe�mental infr�truct�e, such � the

shared ��er.

It remains a possibil�y of actions, un-

taken, and a�rming of the practice devel-

oped in the shared ��er. The shadow n�-

work follows a Ludd�e lo�c of unpicking,

allowing �ace for refusal, the dismissal of

certain proc�� and t�ls, and the explo-

ration of �hers, b�ter su�ed to commonal-

�y. It remains open to �her p�sageways of

data; a shadow library, a local wiki or �atic

s�e. When so much is contingent on a con-

nected intern�, subject to ever greater

mod� of extraction, a template of a�ono-

mous zon� and fragmented pr�ocols ap-

pears � a nec�sary practice.

Wemos D1 Mini underside.

Wemos D1 Mini topside, ESP8266

chip visible.

is this a (personal) experimental use of the
microcontroller, or are there already
groups of people who are using them to
make DIY networks? and if so, what are
the needs of those groups?

If we compare with radio amateurs and pi-

rate radio, I wonder why there's relatively

little experimentation with the Hertzian

tales (Dunne) kind of wirelessness and
wireless networks? Is it because it is

harder to get into, work with, make sense

than e.g. radio? And can we learn anything

from the media ecologies of radio amateurs

and pirate radio?

It is not secure/encrypted. Is this a delib-
erate decision? What can a non encrypted
network offer to its users?

(by changing network, we don't have access

to this pad - so definitely a sort of inter-

ference - the collective moved to the un-

derAPRJA log)

how much are the boards? just a few eu-
ros you said.

In relation to big shadow libraries your

personal library might be small scale but I

like the idea of having many small libraries

accessible.

thank you for reminding me of the exis-
tence of the Luddites - figures to be reck-
oned with in the history of technological
scepticism!

It seems that we both agree in giving the

imagination the responsibility to elaborate

new forms for our technologies (see imagi-

nation definitions in my text). We both also

apply our research to experimentation and

interaction with data and software. Your

experiment feels like a new way of online

community.

The phrase that fascinates me most in your
description is: "beyond the explicitly pro-
grammed capabilities, the microcontroller
provides a vector through which other data
can be passed". Does this mean that the
microcontroller has some sort of agency or
free will?

how does your subject domain shape relations? ethics around reconfigurations of relations?

as you comment there is a difference be-
tween this personal shadow library facili-
tated here and larger (platform?) shadow
libraries. Here is perhaps a chance for li-
brarians to convene - to exchange, mirror
and repeat the archives.

acknowledged insecurity as a starting point

for rebuilding, removing reliance on opaque

or assumed secure systems. Practically

they can perhaps be provide a system for

public displaying which channels to switch

to for secure communications if they exist.

Programming at
the end of the
world: A Critical
Refusal of
Planeta� com-
putation and its
Necro-Legacies

Ma�ana S. Marangoni
How to rethink computational practices

for future where the tools and infrastruc-
ture that we take for granted are no
longer available? Is it possible to decou-
ple the idea and practice of computing
from its extractivist materiality and an-
glophone scope of knowledge?

The long-�ablished comp�ational t�ls
that are so often d�med ��ntial in con-
temporary soci�y have reached the point
of being perceived � nat�al, �ven reali-
ti� that overl�k the en�n�red oppr�-
sion and impe�ali� rationale embedded in
dominant hardware and software.
Moreover, di�tal informational technolo-
�� require an ever-in�e�ing acc�s to
data, comp�ational power, and infra-
struct�e that g�s entrenched over the en-
tire plan�, b�h l�erally and
epi�emolo�cally.

The all�e of comp�ational f�ishism,
w�h �s con�ant promi� of newer and
b�ter technolo��, exacerbat� the �rain
on o� plan�'s r�o�c� � one of the in-
du��� w�h the bi��t carbon f�tp�nt
that are predicted to only in�e�e
(Fre�ag � al. 2021). Paradoxically, � so-

ci�y becom� more dependent on th�e
advanced t�ls, u�rs and programmers
alike

�nd them�lv� in�e�ingly d�ached
from the inner workings of the machin�
they interact w�h daily. This predicament
prompts a ��ical inv�tigation of anti-
cap�ali� alternativ� to comp�ation, de-
co�ling � from big tech platformization
and the commod�y of the Cloud.

The central query a�sing from this dis-
cussion is the exploration of paths that di-
verge from the c�rent comp�ational par-
adigms characte�zed by cap�ali� over-
production, relentl�s innovation, and ex-
tractivi� mate�al�y. Rather than advocat-
ing for a simpli�ic r��n to r�ro-comp�-
ing frameworks, the propos�ion is to un-
derscore the importance of subverting,
reima�ning, and rep�posing technology.
Comp�ers, w�h their complicated hi�ory,
have long b�n entangled w�h harmful
mate�al�y, en�n�red bi��, and dis-
�iminatory practic�, particularly again�
multicult�al per�ectiv� and epi�em�
beyond the English-�eaking W�t.

In r�pon� to that, there isn’t a single
and universal sol�ion, b� a proliferation
of alternativ�. In a <prompted every-
thing= era � can be challen�ng to �ep
back and in�ect the inner lo�cs of c�rent
black-boxed devic� to under�and how
operational sy�ems and programming
languag� work to propo� radical alter-
nativ� to already �tablished paradigms.

The time and hard skills involved leave
o� many people who can’t a�ord to be
this ��ical of big tech and indu�ry prac-
tic�, t�ning recent concepts such �
Permacomp�ing (Heikkilä 2020), benign
comp�ing (Raghavan 2015), Collap�
Informatics (Penzen�adler � al. 2015)
and related propos�ions

into a very wh�e male-dominated, hard-
core-programmer niche that �irts w�h
p�i� ideolo�� and bo�geois romanti-
cism (Mansoux � al. 2023).

However, � could also be argued that
the populations of many global majo�ty
count�� face mate�al lim�ations and
economic hardsh�s that requir� inge-
nious alternative sol�ions � a way to
hack real�y in everyday life, exempli�ed
by Brazilian ‘gambiarr�’ and Cuban
‘�kimbilis’, what r�earcher Ern�to
Oroza nam� � ‘objects of nec�s�y’
(Oroza 2006). Implementing such alterna-
tiv� nec�s�at� mundane y� �ucial
work that like refacto�ng, maintenance,
care, and a calculated u� of r�o�c�.
(Raghavan and H�an in de Valk, 2022)
Even though th�e will never be � exc�-
ing and f�t � today’s c�ting-edge de-
vic�, they o�er what might be the only
long-l�ting option in an in�e�ingly ex-
hau�ed plan�.

 

→The catego�� of comp�er operators here is
deliberately simpli�ic to emph�ize the great hi-
erarchical divide that permeat� the majo�ty
Operational Sy�ems (OS) in u�. This approach
�arted to be introduced back to the 1960s w�h the
intention of prom�ing di�tal l�eracy and in-
�e�ing the agency of u�rs who weren’t ver�d
in programming, �ving them <acc�s to the con-
trol panel of civilization= (Rushko�, 2010, c�ed in
V�, 2013, p. 43). However, the apparent demo�a-
tization of comp�er operations through GUIs
ended � widening the disconnection b�w�n the
average u�r and the device they operate.

→ This v�t proliferation of interrelated terms
and de�n�ions are being gathered and organized
by arti� and r�earcher Marl�s de Valk in the
‘Damaged Earth Catalog’ (2023) � part of her
PhD r�earch project, in which the term ‘perma-
comp�ing’ �ands o� for �s ti� w�h permacul-
t�e p�nc�l�. She also rai� concerns over the
lack of inter�ctional femini� repr�entation in
the scene. Available online at:
https://damaged.bl�255.com/abo�/

Most politicians only have oppinions that are sort of already allowed, e.g. on the Israel-Gaza

war or the royal family. Does The Synthetic Party understand and represent the patterns of

opportunistic pragmatics, or will it stay steeped in the maginal politics it was trained on?

through AI-de�ved polici� from a dat�� of f�nge parti� po�-1970, D� Synt�iske Parti propo�d a 100,000-kroner ($13K) universal b�ic income, t�pling the mean Danish wag�; and in collaboration w�h the tech-hub MindF��e invented the

https://www.espressif.com/
http://www.ai-thinker.com/
http://www.ai-thinker.com/
https://www.wemos.cc/en/latest/d1/d1_mini.html
https://damaged.bleu255.com/about/
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Tinc: mount the 2nd Pi (50 mins) -

George - b200l + kt = chaos

Subject: Re: wiki2print

I think the wiki2print is now pub-
licly online:

https://wiki2print.servpub.net/ hor-
ray ❤  ¨  thanks to Ingrid n

Systerserver + Varia.

From: Christian Ulrik Andersen

Date: Thursday, 25 January 2024 at
16.07

... Importantly, our wiki4print is
running in a pi, which in-grid will

bring from London to Berlin on
Sunday. So, be aware that it will

not be running whilst being moved.
See you all on Monday in Berlin!

Comp�er Lars

Discussions around the politics of refusal

have already been addressed in a previous

edition of transmediale 2021–22 for refusal,

which resonates with the ideas here
presented.
https://202122.transmediale.de/

It is important to question the term 'alter-
native' and whether this is the most appro-
priate term when proposing a new
logic/norm, as this still acts within a bi-
nary logic that reduces the object of dis-
cussion to either being part of the 'norm'
or the 'alternative'.

As Donna Haraway advised in Staying with

the Trouble, the solution may not be a so-

lution in itself. Rather, we can use the

problem as a compost (here I imagine tech-

nological 'cagadas' literally translated as

'technological turds' which means 'techno-

logical screw-ups') to plant new forms of

affect.

There are already several works within es-
oteric programming languages as a form to
question the pervasiveness of English and
Western epistemes in computational sys-
tems. Here's a non-exhaustive list of con-
temporary esolangs exploring the multiplic-
ity of natural languages and questioning
the embedded politics of the tools we code
with:
- Cree# by Jon Corbett.
- 文言 (Wenyan-lang) by Lingdong Huang.
.by Ramsey Nasser (Qalb) قلب -
- Prāsa by Koundinya Dhulipalla.
- Programmoire by Batool Desouky.

The part of technical proficiency is also an interesting one to investigate: doesn't it act as a

barrier to decentralize/produce alternative infrastructures? Do those decentralized infra-

structures require everyone to 'learn to code' (if only a little bit) in order to maintain and

care for these infrastructures?
Interoperability is also an interesting question to me: does decentralization without interoper-

ability risk becoming a sort of 'silo-ing' of communities and practices?

Triadic configurations:

form over content, or to-

wards a porous collective

research seeding exercise

Rachel Falconer

The figurations of positioniality, nascent research as vulnerable, mal-

leable forms of discursive material ready for communal remix, moulding,

seeding and minor mirror transgressions.

The workshop as an event lingering on public presentation and confes-

sional vulnerabilities as the presenter stakes their claim within the micro-

network of co-presenters and designated mediator ( stone cold sober and

ready to gather and collate the disparate-yet-connected FORM_CONtent

flows of ordered consciousness).

Hyperconnected, metadata doubling, linking, shrinking and contribu-

tions ripe for comments and walled entry points to transmutability. Syntax

stories and In-the-grid building of sensational alter_otherWise

infrastructures.
Constraints, Monday unpicking, rotating of entry points and the pres-

ence of an omnipresent server that loyally yet fallibly serves and yet is

served tenderly by the group. Parasitical infrastructures promising to pro-

vide more equitable frameworks for the transmission of research artefacts

within nostalgic DIWO logics of burning desires for the collective dynamic

to manifest.

Sustainable. Research. Practices. This triad of convulsive impulses refuse

the REFable immutable objects of academic prestige and in the same

breath promise to sprint and collectively assemble towards the

NEWSpaper thin space of collapse. Positing. Countering/ regimes of aca-

demic publishing, triangulating the work-in-process, the half cooked or

malformed thoughts built upon thoughts, theories of theory and the log-

ging and hoarding of systems of alliance and emancipation away from

dominant knowledge production and hidden hierarchical systems of re-

view. Feels fresh, feels less than formulaic.

The comments are the body, the embodiment, the entities of research in

full apologetic yet generative performance, or under sets of radical con-

straints that convulsively produce produce produce.

The print, the imprint, the matter of print, or print that matters … other or

more than formulaic dissemination. Form as/through/with content.

The sharing of the organisational space is rarely equitable but the collec-

tive of collectives, the burning holes in the discomfort of distributed ten-

dencies may shine through. Conversations that become served by servers,

familial collective voices that merge into one that are then almost immedi-

ately spun through the distributed impulse of relinquishing sole ownership

and loosely holding narratives as public access, public property, through

albeit hidden mole runs of labour hiding in the shadows as the pathways

to generative spaces of publication begin to circle through their own log-

ics of emergence.

Research as mutable object of availability, as fragile artefacts of high

stakes demand. The opening and closing of accounts, as modes of modu-

lated access and distribution as form once again takes a grip over content.

Building upon buildings. Structures upon structures. Where should our

scattered and disparate attention be lodged, is there a fixed abode for rec-

onciling disengaging from hardware dominance, proprietary and finding

structures of referral and commentary through the acceptance that Form

as Content credits all but none. A deeper accreditation, a fixed acceptance

that there is no address, to frame this research in motion?

I do actually like the idea of the SDG "Life

with Artificials"!

18th UN SDG <Life w�h Arti�cials=; so w�h �s me�ly 11 signat�� o� of the requis�e 20,000 to run for Danish parliament, the party k�ps alive worldwide n�working abo� �eating localized Synth�ische Partei d�licat�.

https://wiki2print.servpub.net/
https://202122.transmediale.de/
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Transmediale
Okay I've had a look at the sys-

log, last process in it before it
crashed is The Tracker extractor

which seems to be a bug that oth-
ers have had issues with.

CONTRIBUTORS

Anya Shchetvina is a PhD Fellow in

an interdisciplinary research group

"Kleine Formen< (Microforms) at

Humboldt University of Berlin.

Asker Bryld Staunæs is a practice-

based PhD researcher at Aarhus

University and Kunsthal Aarhus.

Batool Desouky is part of the In-

grid collective. They are also a com-

putational artist and Associate

Lecturer at Creative Computing

Institute (CCI)

Bilyana Palankasova is a curatorial

researcher, currently a PhD candi-

date in Information Studies at the

University of Glasgow.

Christian Ulrik Andersen is asso-

ciate professor at Department of

Digital Design & Information

Studies, Aarhus University, and re-

search fellow at Aarhus Institute of

Advanced Studies (AIAS).

Denise Helene Sumi is a curator,

editor, doctoral researcher at the

Peter Weibel Institute for Digital

Cultures at the University of

Applied Arts in Vienna.

Duncan Paterson is a

Computational Artist and PhD re-

searcher at the Creative Computing

Institute at University of the Arts,

London.
Edoardo Biscossi is a PhD candi-

date at the Department of

Humanities and Social Sciences at

the University of Naples l9Orientale,

and also a freelance researcher,

writer, and creative strategist.

Emilie Sin Yi Choi is a PhD candi-

date at the School of Creative

Media, the City University of Hong

Kong, and also board member of

the media art organization

Videotage.
Esther Rizo-Casado is an artist, dig-

ital designer and doctoral re-

searcher at Complutense University

of Madrid, and member of the tech-

nopolitical collective Xenovisual

Studies.

Geoff Cox is Professor of Art and

Computational Culture at London

South Bank University, and co-di-

rector of Centre for the Study of the

Networked Image (CSNI).

George Simms is member of the In-

grid collective. They are also a PhD

and lecturer at i-DAT university of

Plymouth, with their research fo-

cusing on queer and crip methods

towards collective infrastruturing

and knowledge creation.

Katie Tindle is a member of the In-

grid collective, an

artist/educator/facilitator and lec-

turer at Goldsmiths, University of

London.

Kendal Beynon is a Rotterdam-

based artist and PhD researcher at

CSNI in partnership with The

Photographers9 Gallery, London.

Luca Cacini is an artist, designer,

and researcher for AIxDESIGN, cur-

rently pursuing a Master9s degree

in Media Arts and Cultures at UWK,

Aalborg University, and University

of Lodz.

Maja Bak Herrie is postdoc at

School of Communication and

Culture, Aarhus University.

Manetta Berends is an educator at

XPUB and peer at Creative Crowds

(cc) and PrePostPrint.

Mariana Marangoni is a Brazilian

artist, researcher, and educator

based in London, currently a PhD

Candidate at UAL Creative

Computing Institute and Lecturer

in Software Studies at Camberwell

College of Arts.

Marie Naja Lauritzen Dias is a PhD

candidate at School of

Communication and Culture,

Aarhus University.

Mara Karagianni is part of the

Systerserver collective.

Martyna Marciniak is a Berlin-

based Polish artist/researcher

working independently and in col-

laboration with NGOs such as

Amnesty International and Human

Rights Watch.

Mateus Domingos is an artist and

PhD researcher at CSNI, London

South Bank University.

ooooo is part of the Systerserver

collective.

Pablo Velasco is associate profes-

sor at Department of Digital Design

& Information Studies, Aarhus

University.
Pierre Depaz is a programmer,

artist, doctoral student at Paris-3,

and a Lecturer of Interactive Media

at NYU Berlin.

Rachel Falconer is an independent

curator and Head of Digital Arts

Computing at Goldsmiths

University of London, and PhD re-

searcher at CSNI and Whitechapel

Gallery, London.

Rebecca Aston is part of the In-grid

collective, is an

artist/technologist/educator, and is

the co-head of the MA/MFA in

Computational Arts at Goldsmiths

University of London.

Simon Browne is a researcher, de-

signer, experimental publisher and

member of the collectives Varia

and OSP (Open Source Publishing)

and a peer at Creative Crowds (cc).

Søren Pold is associate professor at

Department of Digital Design &

Information Studies, Aarhus

University.

Sunni Liao is part of the In-grid

collective.

Winnie Soon is a Hong Kong-born

artist coder and researcher, and as-

sociate professor at The Slade

School of Fine Art, University

College London.

The list of contributors is contentious -
whether to list names at all, if so, in
what order, and how to register the col-
lectivity that underpins our work, as
well as resist the academic reputation
economy. It exists in compromised form.

As a festival, we are dedicated to asking critical questions about technology and providing a dynamic space dedicated to debate and under-

standing. Our attention centres on artists' work and their practices. We do not involve ourselves in monitoring any artist’s social media or

political affiliations. Consistent with this approach, long ago, we withdrew from select social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram,

and X (formerly Twitter). transmediale is committed to providing a festival that is a safe and inclusive space for everyone, and to do so, w
e

maintain a zero-tolerance policy towards all forms of discrimination and racism, including antisemitism and anti-Muslim racism. Safeguarding

a free and respectful space for dialogue, openness, and exchange is our priority and respons
ibility. As a cultural institution, we steadfastly

believe in the power of art and culture to create valuable spaces for encounters, reflection, and even change. 
We are dedicated to keeping

these spaces open and fostering forums where differences can be discussed and navigated with mutual respect. We call for solidarity be-

tween all cultural actors at a time when further fragmentation and distraction from collective aims only make us weaker.

Extract from transmediale’s statement: <Update On the Berlin Senate’s Anti-Discrimination Clause and Artist Withdrawals,= (2024),

https://transmediale.de/en/2024/news/transmediale-2024-update

Exploring the horror of content, the 37th edition of transmediale questions how logics of
content production determine and frustrate our relations to technology. It challenges the
allure of unusable politics that spawn from cycles of consumption and distraction.
https://transmediale.de/en/2024/sweetie

From: Simon Browne Date: Monday, 15 January 2024 at 12.10

Dear Geoff, Christian & Winnie,
Manetta (cc'd) and I have been exploring printer options for the upcoming newspaper

sprint and we have a very reasonable offer from a newspaper printer in Berlin (attached

with this email – interesting side-note: they still use some machines from the DDR):

https://www.berliner-zeitungsdruck.de/.

The traditional Berliner format (315x470mm) and printer are a nice choice as they allow

us to work with a materiality that is already present within the context of Berlin. We are

thinking of printing 16 pages in one colour, most likely black, and the offer is for 2000

copies delivered to HKW in the early evening of February 2nd.Please let us know your

thoughts. We would like to accept the offer by Wednesday and ask the printer to invoice

us this week.
All my best, Simon

https://transmediale.de/en/2024/news/transmediale-2024-update
https://transmediale.de/en/2024/sweetie
https://www.berliner-zeitungsdruck.de/

